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Abstract
QoS provisioning is challenging in a mobile wireless ad hoc network. Video
streaming is delay sensitive. Cryptography algorithms offer confidentiality
of shared data but are often costly in terms of computation. Delay overhead
caused by cryptography may affect streaming performance. There have been
work addressing this issue, but many of them suffer from various shortcom
ings and lack practicality.
Our study encompasses analysis of video streaming characteristics in ad
hoc networks using several cryptography algorithms. We propose a proto
col for securely streaming real-time video in ad hoc networks. The novelty
of our proposal is that the protocol is adaptable to changes in network dy
namics. The protocol can dynamically adapt security measure in accordance
with available resources to maximize QoS. The protocol can also adapt the
streaming characteristics to provide QoS while maintaining a desired level of
security. We evaluate our proposal through implementation and analysis of
simulation results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Development of radio technologies began in the late 19th century pioneered
by world's renowned scientists like Guglielmo Marconi, Nikola Tesla, Jagdish
Bose and Reginald Fessenden [54] [26]. Long before widespread implementa
tion and commercialization of wireless communications systems, the immense
future prospect and potential of wireless technologies had been realized. Since
its inception, numerous scientists and engineers have been consistently con
tributing towards the development of wireless communications technologies.
The results are today's satellite-based communications systems, our every
day voice and Internet-enabled smartphones, wireless home networks, wire
less sensor networks for wildlife and environment monitoring, to name a few.
Advances in wireless technologies have enabled remote communications in
rural areas and adverse environments, where communications once thought
to be impossible.
The earliest initiatives of supporting packet data over wireless medium
began in the 1970s. ALOHAnet and PRNET are two examples of the earli
est wireless data networks [54] [26]. The opportunity of sharing data in real
time, remotely through mobile devices, has opened door to new possibilities.
Especially in the last two decades, we have experienced remarkable advances
in wireless technologies. Apparently, these advancements made direct impact
on our everyday life. Many of these technologies did not take too long to
penetrate in the commercial arena; thus their advancements have been rapid.
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is one of the younger wireless net
work technologies that has gained massive attention from the research com1

Figure 1.1: An ad hoc network capable of multimedia communications.
munity in recent years. A MANET is a communications network, where
there is no fixed infrastructure or central authority; the member nodes are
self-organized, nodes communicate with each other directly or through in
termediate nodes, and nodes act both as hosts and routers. MANET nodes
could be both stationary or mobile, thus no static topology is guaranteed
[98]. Many predict that widespread adaptation of MANETs for various ap
plications is only a matter of time. Figure 1.1 is an example of an ad hoc
network capable of multimedia communications.

1.1

Motivation

Confidentiality is a must have requirement for distributing and sharing sen
sitive information [167] [139]. Confidentiality refers to protection against
unauthorized disclosure of network information. One goal of a securityenabled computer network is to ensure confidentiality of data being shared
over the network. Cryptography is a popular choice for providing security
for digital contents. Different cryptographic mechanisms have been devel
oped and standardized to provide data security. However, a cryptographic
technique does not come free of additional computational costs. In fact
2

a cryptographic operation could be computationally pretty intensive. The
computational cost of a cryptographic algorithm (encryption and decryption)
depends on a number of properties such as the size of the cryptographic key,
internal state, block size and number of rounds [4] [87] [17] [139]. A cryp
tographic algorithm could be strong in terms of security but costly in terms
of computational cost.
Real-time video streaming is delay sensitive and also resource intensive.
Video streaming over a network requires availability of a significant amount
of bandwidth and demands QoS requirements such as delay and frame rate.
Compared to wired connections, wireless links are vulnerable and data trans
mission over wireless medium is prone to errors. Achieving target QoS
for video streaming is even more challenging in a relatively unpredictable
MANET.
The broadcast nature of wireless transmission makes wireless communi
cations vulnerable to security attacks like eavesdropping and spoofing [132],
Video applications involving confidential data, demand protection against se
curity threats. A primary goal of a security application is to ensure protection
against unauthorized access of data contents. Data encryption is one of the
most effective methods for providing confidentiality at the content level [167].
[138] [4] [87] [103] [145] and [75] proposed several techniques to encrypt video
contents. However, computational cost introduces additional overhead to al
ready delay sensitive video streaming. In real-time video streaming, delay
overhead due to encryption could directly influence playback quality. Our
investigation shows that this is a relatively less explored problem. [87], [17]
[62] and [148] address the issue of impact on streaming performance due to
inclusion of cryptography. Based on the discussion of the addressed issue,
our motivation is drawn and research goal is identified. In the next section,
we present the problem statement.

1.2

Problem Statement

Our work addresses the issue of delay overhead caused by introduction of
cryptography that directly affects video streaming performance. Crypto
graphic algorithms come in different strengths and computational costs. Stream
ing video, on the other hand, can achieve different levels of playback quality
3

depending on a number of constraints, such as frame rate, compression and
resolution. Typically, a higher quality video contains more frames per second
than a lower quality video at the same resolution. Real-time video stream
ing involves encoding, transmitting and decoding before video is played back.
Each of these steps is significantly time-consuming. Cryptography introduces
additional delay overhead involving encrypting and decrypting video data.
Maintaining target video quality, while encryption is in place, may become
challenging. Additionally, the dynamic nature of self-organized MANET
makes QoS provisioning challenging. Signal fading, latency overhead and
packet loss due to link brakeage are examples of common hurdles experi
enced by an ad hoc network [121]. These limitations of ad hoc networks
seriously affects video streaming, which demands certain QoS requirements
to achieve acceptable playback quality. Besides the mentioned obstacles,
traffic congestion, external noise and malicious attack could also make it dif
ficult for the streaming video to achieve target QoS.
It is difficult to generalize security and performance requirements that
can be applied to any application scenario. Depending on the system re
quirements and state of the network, we might have to compensate one re
quirement, within the allowed scope, for the sake of the other. In general
terms, the addressed issue can be perceived as a problem of ensuring security
and QoS simultaneously. Our research goal is to pursue the discussed prob
lem and propose a potential solution. In the next section, we hypothesize
our proposal.

1.3

Hypothesis

An ad hoc network can be composed of a diverse range of devices with differ
ent computational capabilities. Throughput of a process depends on available
computing resources. The performance of a computationally intensive cryp
tography process would vary depending on the resource availability.
Multimedia traffic is delay sensitive. A cryptography process may in
troduce additional, yet unavoidable delay overhead. If a multimedia traffic
source knows the capability of a target device, e.g., throughput of a cryptog
raphy process, then it can infer appropriate cryptography parameters that
would not cause a performance bottleneck. Furthermore, it may be possible
4

to adjust multimedia parameters to control the amount of traffic, thus the
amount of data to be processed by a cryptography process. Traffic load in
fluences latency as well as packet delivery ratio in a network. By adjusting
multimedia parameters, it may be possible to control the overall delay as well
as ensure QoS.
The receiver of the multimedia service can provide periodic feedback to
the source with information such as transmission delay, delay jitter, frame
rate and frame loss ratio. Hence, an adaptive mechanism that trade-off
between cryptography parameters and multimedia parameters would be a
feasible solution to the addressed problem.

1.4

Summary of Contributions

We propose QaASs, a QoS aware security mechanism for real-time multime
dia communications over MANETs. In order to address the issue of delay
overhead caused by cryptography operations, we have developed an adaptive
mechanism that adapts cryptography and multimedia properties in order to
provide multimedia service quality while maintaining a required level of secu
rity. The adaptation scheme is designed around a predefined delay threshold
value. The mechanism defines why, when and how to deploy adaptation. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal by presenting a number of ser
vice scenarios demanding different requirements. We present four adaptation
options for different service requirements. We evaluate our proposal through
a series of simulations. Simulation results are confirmed with 90% or 95%
confidence level (Appendix A).
Adaptation option one adapts cryptography properties in order to reduce
delay overhead caused by a cryptography process. We also employ periodic
rekeying. We show, for ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) with a 384-bit
curve, that using adaptation option one, it is possible to gain 9 s (second)
on transfer time. We also show that, while choosing a cryptography scheme
with higher throughput and lower security may reduce transmission delay,
periodic rekeying is a possible option to improve security with minimum ef
fect on performance.
Adaptation option two utilizes selective encryption, where encrypting in
5

ter coded frames [65] is optional. We show that using adaptation option
two, for ECC with a 384-bit curve, it is possible to gain 12 s on transfer time
and increase average packet rate by 10 packets per second.
Although reduces quality, adaptation option three improves video transfer
time without compromising security. We have shown that using adaptation
option three, it is possible for an encrypted video sequence to match the
transfer time of the video without encryption.
Adaptation option four adjusts frame rate in order to defy cryptography
delay overhead. For ECC with a 384-bit curve, in our simulation, we were
able to gain 11 s on transfer time over the stream without adaptation.

1.5

Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized in four chapters. In Chapter 2, we present
a literature review related to our problem of interest. Technical background
required for the understanding of our work is detailed in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, we present our proposal. The evaluation of our proposal is
documented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and outlines
related future work.

6

Chapter 2
Multimedia Security in Ad hoc
Network
In this chapter, we present a literature review of existing work related to
multimedia security in ad hoc networks. We begin with outlining general
security issues in ad hoc networks, security risks, attacks and solution pro
posals. Moving on, we focus on security concerns related to video streaming,
challenges and solution techniques. We comment on each review outlining
key points related to our motivation.

2.1
2.1.1

Security in Ad hoc Networks
Security Requirements

In a computer network, security measures are deployed as a protection against
malicious attacks or intentional faults that disrupt regular network opera
tions and gain unauthorized access to resources and information. Security
requirements of an ad hoc network are not different from most other kinds
of communications networks. The primary objectives of an effective ad hoc
security architecture are the following [167] [139] [105] [116] [157] [94] [6]:
Availability: The goal of a security service is to ensure service availabil
ity despite security attacks that interrupt regular network operations.
Availability refers to network's ability to detect and to provide pro
tection against attacks and the ability to recover from the effect of an
attack and restore regular network services.
7

Authentication: A security architecture should allow nodes to verify the
genuineness of communications, both communicated information and
the communicating members in the network.
Confidentiality: Protection against unauthorized disclosure of network in
formation.
Integrity: Integrity ensures authenticity of shared network contents. A
security service provides integrity by ensuring no alteration of data
during transmission.
Non-repudiation: A node cannot deny transmission of an authenticated
message that has been initiated and scheduled for transmission.
Authorization: Authorizing only the trusted nodes to gain access to net
work resources.
Trust management: Maintaining mutual trust among authorized mem
bers.

2.1.2

Security Risks and Issues

The physical construction and functional characteristics of an ad hoc network
make it vulnerable and susceptible to malicious attacks. Absence of infras
tructure, sole dependency on wireless links, dynamic topology, node mobility
and multihop routing have been identified as the primary MANET features
that make ad hoc networks vulnerable to malicious attacks [51]. Addition
ally, unlike routing protocols, MANETs lack security standards. Standard
ized security techniques for wired networks and WLANs are not applicable
to ad hoc networks. For example, use of unique third party certification au
thority (CA) is against the core concept of infrastructureless networks. Use
of a single CA for key management in ad hoc networks would be problem
atic, since availability and sustainability of a single station are impossible
to guaranty. Use of redundant stations acting as CAs, on the other hand,
imposes additional threat as an adversary may pretend to be a CA [51] and
eventually infects the network.

8

2.1.3

Security Attacks in Ad hoc Networks

Security attacks in ad hoc networks can be classified based on the origin of
the attacker and nature of the attack [51]. An attack can be classified as
internal or external depending on the association of the attacker's origin.
The nature of the attack could be either active or passive [51].
Active attacks are the most common in MANETs. Attacks can differ
from their functional behaviour or objective. A good number of identified
MANET attacks focus on infecting the routing protocols. A key challenge
of ad hoc routing protocols is to cope with the dynamic nature of the net
work topology. Adversaries take advantage of this property to launch various
attacks. An ad hoc routing protocol attack can be launched by modifying
routing information, [129] [132] such as control message sequence number
[114], hop-count and source-defined routes [51]. Tunneling is another ex
ample of routing attack where two remote malicious nodes project a falsified
path as a legitimated link and use that path as a tunnel to forward packets
[51]. Spoofing attacks occur when a malicious node forges its identity as a
trusted node [132]. The rushing attack identified by Hu et al. [72], particu
larly in reactive routing protocols, is caused by malicious nodes that race to
flood the network with route discovery packets, ignoring the required packet
releasing wait time. Wormholes attacks [71] infect the routing protocol by
tunnelling packets or bits from one point of the network to another point and
sending replies. The attacker poses the route containing the wormhole to be
the optimal route. For reactive routing protocols, this is done by tunnelling
the route request packets directly to the destination. Malicious nodes com
prising the tunnel could alter or discard packets to disrupt regular network
operations or simply retrieve sensitive information for other adverse activi
ties.
Eavesdroppers, malicious and misbehaving nodes may affect data for
warding by accessing confidential data contents of a packet or even dropping
packets instead of forwarding. Additionally, malicious attacker may cause
performance degradation, service interruption and denial of service (DoS)
by altering routing information, traffic manipulation or launching flooding
attacks [56].
A wireless network using the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, relies on mu
9

tual trust among the neighbouring nodes for fair channel access [85] [61].
This approach leaves room for malicious eavesdropper to gain access to the
wireless medium, which is otherwise impossible in a wired network without
any physical connection with the network. This is an example of a passive
attack. An eavesdropper can access network contents and retrieve valuable
information which it can later use to launch other types of attacks.

2.1.4

Security Solutions for Ad hoc Networks

Many solutions have been proposed to provide security in ad hoc networks.
We review a number of proposals that aim to secure ad hoc networks against
different types of attacks and security threats.
Ariandne [73], proposed by Hu et al., is a secured routing protocol that
extends Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [14]. The protocol pro
vides routing message authentication. Routing message can be authenticated
by appending message authentication code [90] or digital signature for au
thenticating intermediate nodes. For intermediate node authentication, the
protocol uses the TESLA broadcast authentication technique [122]. For endpoint authentication, the protocol uses shared secret keys. Ariandne offers
integrity and authentication. Also non-repudiation can be achieved through
the use of digital signatures at the intermediate nodes for message forwarding.
The reliance on network wide clock synchronization and delay requirements
of control messages makes the protocol less flexible.
Papadimitratos and Haas proposed the Secured Routing Protocol (SRP)
[114] that secures both DSR and ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol). SRP em
ploys symmetric key cryptography and provides authenticated route discov
ery. The source and destination share a secret key. Message authentication
code technique is used for the destination to authenticate the originator of
a message. However, neither the intermediate nodes, routes nor the route
error messages are authenticated, leaving room for malicious attacks. The
protocol offers end-to-end authentication and integrity but lacks both nonrepudiation and availability.
Secure Message Transmission (SMT) proposed by Papadimitratos and
Hass [115] provides end-to-end security against malicious and selfish inter
ruption and disruption of network services. SMT is adaptable to change in
10

network conditions. SMT utilizes disjoint multiple paths, called Active Path
Set (APS) from the source to the destination. The source and destination
maintain a trust relationship. The relationship is independent of the inter
mediate nodes. At the source node, a message is dispersed into multiple
pieces based on Rabin's algorithm [125]. Dispersed message pieces carry
ing message authentication code [90] are transmitted over multiple paths in
APS. At the destination node, a dispersed message is reconstructed only if
a sufficient number of pieces is received. The destination securely provides
acknowledgement of receipt to the source. The protocol maintains rating of
the paths in APS by increasing or decreasing rating for successes and failures
respectively. The strict disjoint path set may cause performance bottleneck
in dynamic ad hoc networks.
SAR (Security-Aware Routing) proposed by Yi et al. [163] uses a metric
called trust value for authentication and is based on hierarchical key sharing.
The solution is not effective if no hierarchy exists in the network.
In order to prevent rushing attacks, Hu et al. [72] proposed a randomized
RREQ (route request message in a reactive routing protocol) selection tech
nique for RREQ forwarding instead of the first come, first served approach.
The problems with this solution are the route discovery delay is increased
due to longer wait time to receive enough RREQs and the discovered path
is unlikely to be optimal.
Onion routing proposed by Awerbuch et al. [9] provides anonymity for
source routing by employing asymmetric encryption technique that encrypts
the source route in the data packets. The resulted encrypted route resembles
the layered structure of an onion skin. Node nx's public key PUx is used to
encrypt the nx+\th node's address. When node nx receives a packet from
n x -i, it can only decrypt the route and retrieve the address of node n x+ \
and forward the packet if necessary. The remaining of the route would be
anonymous to nx. This technique is a good solution against attacks that
alters the original route but does so at the expense of high computational
cost and delay due to performing decryption at each node in the routing path
and thus, is not suitable for delay sensitive network services.
Marti et al. [102] proposed the Watchdog technique to detect misbehav
ing nodes that do not forward packets and malicious nodes that intention
11

ally drop packets by monitoring neighbours in the promiscuous mode. The
drawback of this technique is that it is prone to false positive and failure in
detection [53].
Threshold cryptography proposed by Shamir [135], offers availability,
confidentiality and secured sharing. Threshold cryptography follows a dis
tributed approach. Primary components of threshold cryptography are key
generation, encryption, share generation, verification and aggregation. Sup
pose, we want to securely send a message from a source to a target desti
nation. There are n routes between the source and destination. Selected
nodes on the n disjoint routes are called shareholders. Threshold cryptog
raphy redundantly split the message into n segments. The original message
can be retrieved from at least t segments out of n. The n segments are sent
over n different paths. The source distributes the shared key among the
shareholders. The shareholders encrypt partial messages using the shared
key and forward them to the destination. The destination node is required
to receive at least t segments from the shareholders in order to combine the
partial messages. The destination node must be able to decrypt the mini
mum number of partial messages determined by the threshold value before it
can combine the partial messages to retrieve the original message. Threshold
cryptography can be used in conjunction with other cryptographic schemes
such as RSA, El Gamal and Diffie-Hellman [5(3]. One limitation of threshold
cryptography is in practice it is not always possible to guaranty availability
of n disjoint routes. This questions scalability of the technique.
In [158] Yang et al. proposed a unified network layer solution to provide
both routing and data forwarding security. Yang et al.'s solution is based on
threshold cryptography-based signature [135] and the watchdog technique
[102] described earlier.
CORE [104] and CONFIDENT [28] [29] propose a reputation-based
security technique against misbehaving and malicious nodes. Reputation is
a logical measure of trust determined by observing a node's activity, wellbehaving or misbehaving. A key weakness of the reputation-based approach
is the possibility of false accusation.
Probing, a technique first used by Awerbuch et al. [9], based on endto-end feedback, aims to identify a selfish or misbehaving node. The funda
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mental idea is to incorporate commands in data packets called probes which
contain a list of nodes called probed nodes. A probed node must send an
ACK for a received probed data packet. Using probing, it is possible to iden
tify a faulty link in a routing path. Two major drawbacks of probing are
increased network traffic, due to ACKs, and probed packets are identifiable
by a malicious node that can circumvent probing by dropping probed pack
ets. In [88], Kargl et al. offered a solution for the latter problem by making
the probing information unidentifiable by malicious nodes.
Buttyan and Hubaux [30] proposed an economy-based approach to battle
against misbehaving or selfish nodes. Nodes must pay virtual currency, what
the authors called nuglet, to access a network service. Nodes are required
to earn nuglets by providing service to other nodes thus selfish nodes can
be excluded from participating in any network activity. In addition to be
ing a complex mechanism, the main shortcoming of this technique is that a
well-behaving node might be listed as a selfish node due to not participating
enough in network activities because of its location.
Kyasanur and Vaidya [92] have proposed a solution for ad hoc MAC
protocol security issues (as described in Section 2.1.3). Their proposal mod
ifies IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol [1] backoff values. The receiver of a RTS
(request to send) appends selected backoff values to CTS (clear to send) and
ACK packets, and expects the originator of RTS to use these backoff val
ues and observe the ideal slot behaviour of the target node. If the sender's
transmission pattern does not comply with the expected behaviour, then the
node is assumed to be misbehaving or malicious.

2.1.5

Cryptographic Key Management in Ad hoc Net
works

Key exchange and key management are integral parts of any cryptographic
system. Dependency on cryptography requires a security protocol to in
corporate key exchange and key management mechanisms. The inherent
limitations of MANETs, such as lack of central administration, make key
management difficult. We discuss cryptography in details in Section 3.7.
In this section, we discuss topics related to cryptographic key management.
Depending on how the cryptographic key is shared, there are two main cryp
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tography infrastructures: Private key infrastructure and Public key infras
tructure.
Symmetric cryptography is based on private key infrastructure where all
the parties share one common secret key. In an infrastructure-based commu
nications system, the secret key is distributed by a centralized trusted third
party. Because of the mutual trust issue and absence of central management,
a MANET demands the key distribution mechanisms that are decentralized
and distributed. Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH) [140] proposed by Steiner
et al. is an extension of the original Diffie-Hellman (D-H) [50] key agree
ment protocol, where n different parties establishes a common key after n
rounds of message exchange. The main drawback of GDH is that using a
unique collector node, responsible for collecting partial keys and combining
them, could be problematic in MANETs. An hypercube-based approach de
scribed by Backer and Willie [15] is another variant of D-H for MANETs
but suffers from node ordering overhead with increasing mobility. Password
Authentication-based Key Exchange [16] establishes a strong key among
two parties from a weak shared password. The key is immune to dictionary
attacks. The key establishment process involves only the interested parties.
The limitation of this approach is that guaranteeing a pre-shared password
is not always possible in MANET. Additional hybrid approaches proposed in
[7] and [97]. Asokan and Ginzboorg's [7] proposal incorporates password
authentication to GDH and [97] follows a cluster based technique that com
bines a centralized and key agreement approach.
In addition to key establishment, rekeying is another important require
ment for secured group communication. Revoking a shared key, in case group
membership changes or in a timely fashion, to safeguard security measures,
is the main goal of rekeying [168]. Several rekeying techniques are described
in [153] [117] [168] [95] [89].
In the public key infrastructure, a public and a private key pair is main
tained by every communicating party. The private key is secret to a node,
while the public key is distributed among the other network nodes. In an
infrastructure-based communications system, a trusted entity called a Cer
tification Authority (CA) is responsible for distributing the public keys in
certificates. The CA maintains its own private key and uses it to sign the
certificates binding the public keys. A certificate recipient uses the public key
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to authenticate any other certificate. Similar to the use of a unique trusted
third party in the private key infrastructure, use of a single CA is problematic
in MANETs [51]. Trust issues and lack of central management demand key
distribution to be distributed in a MANET. Zhou and Hass [167] proposed
a threshold cryptography [135] based technique for MANETs to establish
trust among the nodes. The key management service consists of n selected
nodes, called servers. All the servers are aware of each other's public key as
well as public keys of all other member nodes. An adversary cannot compro
mise more than k nodes for a given duration, with n > 3/c + 1. Any A; + 1
servers out of n can jointly create a digital signature. The service private
key is divided into n pieces. Each server is assigned one share. Each server
generates a partial signature using its private key share and submits it to
a chosen server called combiner. With at least k 4-1 partial signatures, the
combiner is able to compute a complete signature for a certificate. Instead
of using a single combiner, using k + 1 servers as combiners offers enhanced
security since at least one server is guaranteed to be the combiner. A com
biner can verify the signature using the public key. Ostrovsky and Yung
[113] proposed an enhancement to the Zhou and Hass's [167] technique that
offers fault tolerance against mobile adversaries and share refreshing (re
building sharing of the private key). MOCA (Mobile Certified Authority)
proposed by Yi and Kravets [162] exploits properties of threshold cryptog
raphy [135] and ad hoc on-demand routing protocols. The CA functionality
is distributed among selected nodes called MOCAs. MOCA is described in
the context of a military application being deployed in a battlefield, where
each mobile node is associated with a soldier. The soldier's rank is used to
select a MOCA. Eventually, the highest ranked soldiers are selected as MO
CAs, assuming that the associated nodes possess better physical security,
transmission range and some other desired capabilities. A client requests for
certification service by sending certification request (CREQ) packets, simi
lar to an on-demand route request (RREQ) packet. A MOCA receiving a
CREQ, responds with sending certification reply (CREP) packet containing
its partial signature as in [167]. CREP is similar to an on-demand route
reply (RREP) packet. The client node can construct a full signature up-on
receiving CREPs from at least k MOCAs. This is to note that there is no
combiner in MOCA as in [167]. The number of MOCAs, n, depends on the
number of nodes in the network as well as security and capabilities of the
nodes. Capkun et al. [32] proposed a public key infrastructure for MANETs
based on a self-organizing public key management system. The system in
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herits the idea of self-issuing public key certificate from Pretty Good Privacy
(PGP) [169] but does not depend on certificate directories (not suitable for
MANETs); instead, certificates are stored and distributed by the collabo
rating nodes. A node creates its public/private key pair locally. A node p
can issue a certificate for node q's public key PKq, provided that p believes
that PKq belongs to q. Each node maintains a local certificate repository
containing a limited number of certificates. The certificate repository has
two parts, one part stores certificates issued by the node itself. The other
part stores certificates issued by other nodes. If node p wants to obtain an
authenticated public key (PKq) of q, it requests other nodes (including q) for
PKq. Node p receives certificate repositories from other nodes. Node p com
bines its local certificate repositories with received repositories in order to
find an appropriate certificate chain from its own public key, PKp to PKq in
the combined repository. Although it provides only probabilistic guarantee
of availability of the requested certificate, this approach is a good choice for
MANETs due to the fact it is fully distributed and offers less communication
overhead compared to threshold cryptography approach.

2.2

Video Security in Ad hoc Networks

In the previous section, we have discussed security issues and possible attacks
in MANETs and reviewed a number of solutions. In this section, we focus
on security challenges regarding video streaming over ad hoc networks and
review related work.

2.2.1

Video Security Challenges

Video streaming is resource intensive and has QoS requirements [121]. Video
applications are delay sensitive and usually require high bandwidth. QoS
provisioning is challenging in ad hoc networks. The self organization charac
teristic of ad hoc networks makes it particularly difficult to adopt the QoS
mechanisms proposed for infrastructure-based networks where service pro
visioning is controlled centrally. Ad hoc networks have to constantly adapt
with changing network topology and wireless link quality [121]. Introduction
of security, cryptography in particular, could make real-time video stream
ing even more challenging for already resource stringent ad hoc networks.
QoS requirements of real-time video streaming could be compromised due to
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computationally intensive cryptographic operations.

2.2.2

Video Security Techniques

In this section, we discuss video security techniques that are found in the
literature. We primarily focus on authentication and confidentiality. For
authentication, we discuss several video watermarking techniques. As for
confidentiality, we review a number of cryptography based approaches.
2.2.2.1

Video Watermarking

Digital watermarking is a technology for digital contents to provide digital
right credentials through embedding copyright information within the digital
content [68]. Watermarking is a popular method of providing authentication
information such as ownership, copy, control, bi-level or gray level images,
text or other digital data formats for digital multimedia contents [41] [25].
Imperceptibility, i.e., inability to distinguish watermarked video from the
original video with bare eyes, invulnerability to tampering i.e., watermark
is difficult to alter, and security are key properties of digital watermarking
[124]. The main challenges of video watermarking are possibility of redun
dant data between frames, motion and motionless regions, lossy compression
and susceptibility towards attacks such as frame averaging and frame swap
ping [20],
Video watermarking is mostly carried out either in the pixel domain or in
the transform domain. Pixel domain technique embeds watermark by adding
or replacing bits from the selected pixel positions. Although simple to imple
ment, this approach lacks robustness and imperceptibility. In the transform
domain technique, the host signal is transformed into a different domain us
ing discrete cosine transformation (DCT) or discrete wavelet transformation
(DWT) and watermark is embedded in selected coefficients. The transform
domain approach has an upper hand over the pixel domain technique in
terms of robustness and imperceptibility. The transform domain technique
works at the frequency domain level, thus, has the ability of applying special
domain properties. Watermark, can be applied to the raw video data, during
or after the coding process [20].
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A spread spectrum (SS) based watermarking technique is proposed by
Hartung and Girod [67] where each bit of watermark is spread over a large
number of chips (watermark representation bits) and modulated by a binary
pseudo-noise sequence. In order for the watermark to be independent of
the original video frame, watermark is added in the DCT domain. Scaled
addition and high-pass filtering are used for watermark insertion and re
trieval respectively. Robustness of this technique can be improved by in
creasing the number of chips, but at the expense of reduced data rate. A
pixel domain technique discussed by Kalker et al. [86] utilizes a 2D SS
method. The technique offers superior payload capabilities and shift invariance (down-sampling). Su et al. [144] proposed a collusion resistant, frame
by frame watermarking technique that offers both robustness and impercep
tibility. The watermark is repeatedly embedded around a fixed number of
selected points in every video frame. These points change as the contents
of the video frame change. Langelaar et al. [93] proposed a watermarking
method for MPEG video using variable length code (VLC) swapping. Ro
bustness of this proposal is questionable as it does not use any random key.
Darmstaedter et al.'s proposal [44] utilizes the average energy or luminance
intensities in sub-regions of each frame. This watermarking technique takes
advantage of local spatial characteristics and achieves high data capacity by
embedding one bit into every block in each frame. Cox et al.'s work in [40]
is among the earliest examples of transformed domain video watermarking.
This watermark embedding method is robust against lossy compression tech
niques. Deguillaum et al. [46] proposed 3D DFT (discrete flourier transform)
based watermarking technique that utilizes temporal properties of a group
of frames.
2.2.2.2

Video and Cryptography

Cryptography is a technique for providing confidentiality of digital contents.
Cryptography is applied to confidential video data to prevent unauthorized
access. Video data exhibits different characteristics depending on the target
application. Security requirements for video data is also application depen
dent. For example, the requirement could be, video data is absolutely inac
cessible by unauthorized viewers or partially accessible by some viewers.
The following are of key importance for applying cryptography to video data
[145]:
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• The computational overhead introduced by the cryptographic opera
tions should not be a performance bottleneck;
• The cryptographic procedure should not affect the compression rate;
• The chosen cryptographic scheme should be resilient against video data
loss; and
• The quality of video data should not be affected by cryptographic op
erations.
Cryptography can be applied to real-time streaming video in several man
ners. Encryption can be employed in the transform domain, within the video
encoder. In most transform domain techniques, DC component and motion
vectors are encrypted [164] [62] [103]. Format compliance of encoded and
encrypted video is a key issue for this approach. The second approach is
post compression encryption, where encoded video frames are encrypted in
dividually. The third approach is to use a multimedia streaming protocol
like RTP [118], appending video data to the packet payload. The payload
is encrypted before transmission.
QoS of real-time video streaming could be compromised due to compu
tationally intensive cryptographic operations. Introduction of cryptography
could make real-time video streaming even more challenging for already re
source stringent ad hoc networks. In order to maintain both performance
and security at acceptable levels, several techniques have been developed.
Selective encryption only encrypts selected data elements. For example, en
crypting only the DC components or I-frames. Adaptive mechanisms are
used to trade-off between QoS and security. Adaptive security technique can
be employed to dynamically adjust the multimedia properties (e.g., discard
ing enhancement layers of the coded video data) for the sake of security. In
this section, we review the selective and adaptive encryption techniques that
are found in the literature.
Spanos and Maples [138] were among the first to introduce selective
encryption for real-time video. Only the I-frames of MPEG coded video
were chosen for encryption using a hardware based DES encryption scheme.
The authors showed that their approach reduces overhead of encryption yet
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achieves acceptable level of security.
Agi and Gong [4] performed an empirical study of secured MPEG video
transmission. Their study shows that the encoding of inherently spatially
and temporally correlated video makes encryption at the coding level diffi
cult [99]. MPEG uses an asymmetric coding model, as a result of which
encoding requires substantially more computing resource than decoding. An
MPEG coded video is a sequence of time indexed-frames. The three di
mensional video sequence is converted to a one dimensional serial bitstream.
Intracoded 8x8 blocks or I-blocks makes up the I-frames. Encoded I-frames
are used as motion estimation references for P and B-frames. Agi and Gong
demonstrated that encrypting only the I-frames, as described in [138], and
also seen in may other works in the literature, does not always guarantee the
security of the entire video sequence. The presence of I-blocks in unencrypted
P and B-frames is a security hole. A series of P and B-frames could carry
enough information if their base frames are correlated. A frame containing
an unencrypted I-block, being referenced by blocks in subsequent frames, can
be decoded.
Kamphenkel and Blank [87] proposed an adaptive encryption technique
to provide security for video data over 3G cellular networks. The technique is
presented in the context of a telemedicine application. Cryptography is em
ployed to protect confidential patient data during transmission. The authors
proposed a model called Intelligent Network (IN) to address the issue of delay
overhead caused by security measures. The proposed model uses the Stream
Control Protocol (SCTP) [141]. It is a session oriented IP (Internet Protocol)
like protocol. SCTP provides multi-homing through dynamic reconfiguration
of IP addresses [143] and multi-streaming functions. Partial reliability SCTP
(PR-SCTP) [142] is an extension of SCTP that allows separate streams in
different classes of reliability to optimize streaming performance of real-time
video. For example, only the I-frames of a MPEG encoded video can be
chosen for reliable transmission. Secure SCTP (S-SCTP) [146] is a security
extension for SCTP employing cryptography at the transport layer. Hohendorf et al. showed that S-SCTP suffers from throughput degradation [70].
IN aims to adapt SCTP to the changing network conditions by changing
the routing path, regulating congestion control and security measures. IN
incorporates bandwidth information and traffic class in path configuration
for selecting a path re-transmission time limit and an encryption algorithm.
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Evaluation of the proposal was carried out using Motion JPEG Stream at 10
fps encrypted using the Advance Encryption Standard (AES) with different
key lengths.
Vaidya et al. [148] proposed a robust and secured technique for VoIP
communications over MANETs. The technique proposes an efficient rnultipath traffic allocation approach. Scalable audio coding, G.727 [82] [52]
is considered in the proposal. In addition to 16 Kbps core bit rate, G.727
offers three additional 8 Kbps enhancement layers. In their earlier work, the
authors proposed AODV-MAP (AODV Multiple Alternative Paths) [147],
a robust multipath routing mechanism that computes node-disjoint failsafe
paths [126]. In [149], the authors proposed a secured variant of AODVMAP, called SAODV-MAP (secured AODV-MAP), which employs threshold
cryptography [135] and self-certified public keys. The proposed VoIP frame
work uses SAODV-MAP as the base. The core bitstream of G.727 coded
data is transmitted over the primary path (fail-safe and higher data rate)
of AODV-MAP and enhancement bitstream over the node-disjoint path. A
source initiated mechanism performs secured route discovery as well as ses
sion key distribution. Content dependent scalable encryption is employed for
providing data confidentiality. The base layer of G.727 is encrypted using
a joint session key. A HMAC (Hash Based Message Authentication Code)
[90] is generated and sent along the encrypted base layer. The enhancement
layer undergoes lighter bitwise XOR operation with the joint session key and
is sent to the destination along with a generated hash code.
Gibson et al. [62] investigated secure voice communications over MANETs
using selective encryption for scalable speech coding. The aim is to provide
bandwidth efficient speech coding, yet secured against passive eavesdrop
ping. The authors have chosen the MPEG-4 scalable speech coding, SNR
[52]. SNR is consists of a core layer, with minimum bit rate for acceptable
speech quality, and one to multiple enhancement layers. Enhancement layers
improve speech quality at the expense of increased bit rate. The main ad
vantage of scalable coding is the ability to prune the data rate by excluding
enhancement layers. In their proposal, the authors have chosen only to en
crypt the core bit stream. The authors indicated the importance of choosing
an encryption technique that does not exhaust resources with signal process
ing. For the evaluation of their work, the authors used the MPEG-4 standard
CELP scalable speech coding tool to generate encoded audio consisting of
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one core layer and two enhancement layers, covering 49% and 51% of the
bitstream respectively. Thus, only 49% of the bitstream is encrypted. The
authors have demonstrated that no feature of the original speech is identifi
able from the encrypted stream.
Meyer and Gadegast proposed SECMPEG [103], an extension of MPEG
supporting selective encryption. SECMPEG has four levels. The first level
offer minimal security by encrypting only the sequence and slice headers of
MPEG video. The second level also encrypts DC components of I-blocks and
motion vectors. The third level encrypts the I-frames and all other I-blocks.
The last level encrypts the entire video.
Tang incorporated cryptography at the video coding level to achieve com
pression and encryption in one step [145]. Tang's work was among the first
that opposes what used to be a common belief that the spatial and temporal
correlation, that exists in video coding such as MPEG, makes cryptography
difficult to be applied at the coding level [99]. The author has proposed a
technique to achieve encoding and encryption in a single step. In the MPEG
compression procedure, after quantization, zig-zag scan is used to map the
coefficients from macroblocks (matrix) to a vector. The proposed scheme re
places zig-zag scanning by a random permutation list. This vector contains
coefficients ordered according to random permutation which is also the secret
key. Experiments show that the resulted encrypted data is incomprehensi
ble. The author pointed out a number of shortcomings in the proposal. The
technique suffers from reduced compression rate, spatial distribution prop
erty of MPEG compression makes the technique vulnerable to several known
cryptographic attacks. Thus, it is not suitable for highly sensitive video data.
Iqbal et al. [75] proposed a slice-based encryption technique for MPEG-4
H.264 [65] video. MPEG-21 [78] gBSD (generic Bitstream Syntax Descrip
tion) is used as a metadata descriptor for the compressed bitstream. The
metadata information can be used for adapting compressed video data ac
cording to the network condition or application requirements. The gBSD
is generated during the encoding process. Adaptation information is first
applied to the gBSD, which in turn produces an adapted bit stream from
the original bitstream. MPEG-4 H.264 video frames can be split into one to
multiple self-contained, independently decodable slices. Slices are composed
of a group of macro blocks. Slices can be marked based on their importance.
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Encryption is applied to a single slice or a group of slices composing the
region of interest (ROI). This way, the amount of data to be encrypted can
be reduced. In their previous work [76], the authors have chosen to encrypt
the macroblocks containing the motion vectors.
Mahmud et al. [17] presented an adaptive security architecture for IPbased air-ground communications. The core component of their technique is
called Security Manager (SecMan). The issue of resource overhead caused
due to encryption is addressed. SecMan aims to maintain a trade-off between
performance and security policies. A multilevel QoS policy is defined to man
age the priorities between the services and to allocate the network resources.
SecMan maintains a database of predefined security policies, called SSPD
(Supported Security Protocol Database). SecMan uses the Multi-Criteria
Decision Making Algorithm (MCDMA) [57] for selecting the best security
policy. MCDMA uses the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) [130] for
adaptive security management. AHP is used to calculate the security service
cost based on security strength, network cost and system cost of a security
protocol. Security strength depends on the key length, block size and number
of rounds defined in the security algorithm. Delay and bandwidth metrics are
used to calculate system and network costs. Security negotiation is carried
out among involved parties when a new data flow has to be secured.
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Chapter 3
Background Information
In this chapter, we present the technical background relevant to our re
search work. We primarily focus on the contents necessary for understanding
MANET operations, multimedia streaming and cryptography.

3.1

Mobile Ad hoc Networks

A Mobile Wireless Ad hoc Network or MANET is a communications network
where the member nodes are self-organized. This means, absence of fixed in
frastructure (e.g., central server, base station and access points), nodes com
municate with each other directly or through intermediate nodes. Nodes act
both as hosts and routers. Nodes could be both stationary and mobile, i.e.,
no static topology is guaranteed. The functional behaviour of a MANET
can be compared with other wireless communications infrastructures such
as WLAN [33], HSDPA, WiMAX, LTE, Flash-OFDM [66] etc. All these
technologies utilize the wireless channel for communications and to support
mobility. Common hurdles of wireless communications such as channel fad
ing, collision, interference, distortion and effect of mobility are experienced
by all wireless communications infrastructures.
At the 52nd IETF meeting, Macker and Corson provided the following
definition of MANET [98]:
A "mobile ad hoc network" (MANET) is an autonomous sys
tem of mobile routers (and associated hosts) connected by wireless
links - the union of which form an arbitrary graph. The routers
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are free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily;
thus, the network's wireless topology may change rapidly and un
predictably. Such a network may operate in a stand-alone fashion,
or may be connected to the larger Internet.

Presentation
Session
Transport Layer

j

" Uric layer' - '
Physical Layer

Figure 3.1: The OSI model.
The concept of ad hoc network has evolved from traditional infrastructurebased networks. Thus, an ad hoc network can be described using the ITU
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model [80]. The OSI model describes a
network in seven different layers where each layer is responsible for a specific
group of tasks (Figure 3.1).
Layer one is the Physical layer and defines the physical attributes of the
communications interface (e.g., Wi-Fi [33]) and radio propagation model for
wireless transmission. It is responsible for transmitting and receiving bitstreams. Layer two is referred as the Data Link layer and defines the logical
representation of data. For wireless networks, MAC (Medium Access Con
trol) [1] protocols (e.g., 802.11) are also defined in layer two. Layer three is
called the Network layer and is responsible for routing and packet forward
ing. IP is the routing protocol that powers the World Wide Web [123].
For ad hoc networks, route discovery, route maintenance, routing table man
agement and routing decisions are carried out at the network layer. Layer
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four is the Transport layer that describes communications behaviour of endsystems and provides end-to-end flow control and error recovery. TCP [123]
is a popular transport layer protocol for guaranteed data delivery, whereas
UDP [123] is often chosen for delay sensitive services. Layer five, six and
seven are termed as Session layer, Presentation layer and Application layer
respectively. Similar to layer four, all these three layers present end-to-end
perspective, providing great advantage for end-user application development.
In practice, the presence of layers five, six and seven may not always be nec
essary and they are often generalized into a single application or service layer.
Network-based multimedia applications typically utilize all seven layers.

3.2

Multimedia in Ad hoc Networks

The word meaning of multimedia is multiple media or ways of presenting
information. For example, a document can have both a text-based and a
speech-based representations. Multiple media may be used in combination
for presenting information, such as audio visual media. In computing, multi
media commonly refers to presentation of information through media other
than text-only representation. Examples of multimedia are static pictures,
2D and 3D animations, audio and video.
Multimedia contents are usually resource intensive in terms of storage,
computation and distribution over a network. Consider the following exam
ple: We have a one minute long video. The pixel density of the video data is
360 x 240 prixels. Each pixel is 24-bit. 30 frames make up the one second
long video. Storage requirement for this video data is 360 x 240 x 24 x 30 x
60 bits or approximately 3.5 Gb. In order to stream this video over a network
and achieve the highest data rate (30 frames per second), the network would
require to achieve 360 x 240 x 24 x 30 = 60 Mbps (approximately) effective
data rate. High data rates require equally high bandwidth and bandwidth
is expensive. 60 Mbps effective data rate is literally impossible for most of
today's wireless networks. In addition to network resource limitations, main
taining spatial and temporal consistency of transmitted video contents are
equally important. Figure 3.2 shows two streaming scenarios. Figure 3.2 (a)
demonstrates expected streaming behaviour. Figure 3.2 (b) shows inconsis
tent delay experienced at the receiver's end and frames arriving out-of-order.
Unexpected delays makes it difficult to perceive multimedia contents. Frames
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Figure 3.2: Two multimedia streaming scenarios.
arriving out-of-order cause further ambiguity and affect playback experience.
For coded video [151] [77], frames arriving late and out-of-order are treated
as obsolete and only contribute to causing network traffic overhead.
Limited bandwidth, error prone radio channels and absence of central
ized control makes multimedia streaming even more difficult in ad hoc net
works. Ad hoc networks have to cope with dynamic topology. Constant
route management results in high control traffic. High traffic and high data
rate requirements could cause network congestion, leading to high latency,
distortion and packet loss.
In order to address the above-mentioned issues related to network-based
multimedia services, various techniques have been developed. Most of these
techniques were originally developed for wired and infrastructure-based wire
less networks.
A digitization technique is employed to convert and compress the raw
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video to a portable and network-friendly format. The lossy compression
technique discards components of the video data that have little or no influ
ence on human visual system. At the application and network levels, several
techniques are employed to meet Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of
the multimedia service.

3.2.1

Quality of Service

According to Crawley et al. [42] "QoS is a set of service requirements to
be met by the network while transporting a flow". The term flow refers to a
packet data stream. QoS mechanisms utilize measurable performance met
rics such as available bandwidth, packet loss rate, packet jitter, estimated
delay, hop count, and availability and reliability of the routing path.
QoS is often directly related to perceptual or qualitative measures of
user experience of a multimedia service. In a networked environment, mul
timedia applications are the primary examples of applications that demands
QoS. Quality of experience of multimedia contents, such as streaming video
and audio, is directly related to human visual and auditory sensory systems,
respectively. It is considered that for real-time video, such as IP based video
conferencing, latency between two consecutive pictures should not be more
than 150ms [118]. In addition to that, for audio-visual media, if audio and
visual contents are out-of-sync, then the media become impossible to per
ceive. Therefore, for multimedia content delivery, QoS is very important.
There are two fundamental approaches to achieve QoS [121]. The first
one is over-provisioning or simply increasing resource availability (e.g., band
width). The second approach is traffic engineering and is more practical and
economical than over-provisioning. The latter approach can be further classi
fied in three groups [121] [155]: QoS aware routing protocols, resource reser
vation mechanisms and QoS aware MAC protocols. A QoS service model
usually combines the above methods for QoS provisioning.
For network-based video streaming, there have been a number of pro
posals for providing QoS. QoS can be provided at different network layers,
both separately or utilizing multiple layers. In ad hoc networks, as discussed
earlier, QoS provisioning is challenging because of limitations due to lack of
infrastructure.
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Integrated services (IntServ) [23] and Differentiated services (DiffServ)
[21] are two QoS techniques for the Internet, standardized by the IETF. The
IntServ technique works on each traffic flow to provide QoS. Traffic classifi
cation and scheduling are performed on a per flow basis. IntServ uses RSVP
(Resource Reservation Protocol) [24] for resource management. Network
resource utilization depends on the priority of the traffic flow. In DiffServ,
traffic is divided into best effort (BE) and QoS classes. QoS class traffic
are given higher priority over BE class traffic. DiffServ employs specialized
routers which manage and control packet scheduling, queuing and dropping
behaviours. DiffServ maintains a single routing table, meaning all the traffic
to the same destination uses the same path, regardless of the traffic class.
Both IntServ and DiffServ were originally designed for IP networks and
not with hop-by-hop networks in mind. Dependency on centralized admin
istration makes these models not ideal for ad hoc networks. In an adverse
network condition, a common route as in DiffServ, may lead to deprive the
less priority traffic, resulting in high latency or service disruption. This
consequence is called inter-class effect [150]. DiffServ's traffic profile is not
practical for pure wireless links [155]. The QoS parameters DiffServ focuses
on, are not often possible to guarantee for MANETs because of physical
constrains of wireless ad hoc networks. Introducing Bandwidth Broker like
technique would be far more complex in ad hoc networks, would require ad
ditional communications between routers and the agent, and also could raise
security concerns. IntServ's per-flow approach to all QoS traffic is imprac
tical for MANET due to bandwidth limitation [155]. RSVP approach is
not practical for ad hoc networks because of its huge control traffic require
ment. IntServ maintains state information for each flow and hence storage
and processing requirement increases proportionally with number of flows.
This problem questions scalability of IntServ.

3.2.2

QoS in Ad hoc Networks

QoS provisioning is challenging in ad hoc networks. The self organization
characteristic of ad hoc networks makes it particularly difficult to adopt the
QoS mechanisms proposed for infrastructure-based networks, where service
provisioning is controlled centrally. Ad hoc networks have to constantly
adapt with changing network topology and wireless link quality. Available
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routing paths may not comply with service requirements and backup paths
are unlikely to exist. Another important issue is competition between con
trol traffic and QoS data traffic. Ad hoc networks generate a large number
of control traffic for route discovery and maintenance. Both kinds of traffic
are equally important and may compete to have access to network resources.
Control traffic associated with QoS mechanism could cause additional net
work traffic. Traffic overhead is problematic in a low bandwidth network
and makes QoS provisioning difficult. Furthermore, maintaining traffic pro
file and traffic flow state in arbitrary intermediate nodes is not practical
for ad hoc networks, since routing paths cannot be guaranteed. With the
mentioned challenges in mind, ad hoc network QoS techniques are typically
modeled utilizing interaction and cooperation of key QoS elements like QoS
routing, resource reservation scheme and QoS aware MAC layer protocol
[121].

SWAN [5] is a distributed, decentralized and stateless QoS technique for
ad hoc networks. SWAN uses feedback control mechanism and sender-based
admission control for providing QoS for real-time traffic. Explicit congestion
notification (ECN) [59] is used for congestion control. Intermediate nodes do
not store per-flow information which makes SWAN stateless. SWAN employs
source-based admission control and a rate control technique utilizing feed
back from real-time traffic and MAC delay measurements that uses Additive
Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) [34] rate control mechanism. The
limitations of SWAN are strict source routing approach and for multipath
routing, the packet probing technique would cause significant traffic over
head.
INSIGNIA [96] is an in-band signaling system that provides reservationbased services in MANET. Reservation technique used by INSIGNIA is in
dependent of the routing protocol. INSIGNIA offers service differentiation,
fast reservation and restoration with rerouting, end-to-end adaptation, and
distributed resource control and resource management. A source initiated
reservation method establishes end-to-end reservation with the destination,
based on the service mode and the payload type. Resource information
such as bandwidth requirements is used for reservation. Recourse reserva
tion method requires the intermediate nodes, in the routing path, to maintain
reservation state information for the requesting traffic flow. The service dif
ferentiation technique is built on IEEE 802.11 MAC DCF [60]. INSIGNIA
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classifies traffic as BE (best effort) or EQ (QoS traffic). INSIGNIA is adaptive
to change in available resource and packet flow is adapted accordingly. Key
limitations of INSIGNIA are maintaining reservation states for multiple flows
and multipath routing would be expensive. Furthermore, reservation-based
QoS approaches, in a highly dynamic network, often suffer from false resource
lookup and restoration. We believe only two, BE and EQ traffic classes are
not sufficient to cover all types of traffic categories. INSIGNIA'S adaptation
technique changes between service classes only based on resource availabil
ity, but for QoS traffic, there are other possible adaptation alternatives (e.g.,
maintaining data rate by sacrificing quality enhancement elements).
FQMM (Flexible QoS model for MANET) [155] combines functionali
ties of IntServ and service differentiation of DiffServ. FQMM features dy
namic roles of nodes, hybrid QoS provisioning and adaptive conditioning.
In FQMM, a hybrid provisioning scheme aggregates per-flow mechanism of
IntServ and per-class approach of DiffServer. Traffic with the highest pri
ority follows per-flow method and other priority classes follow per-class pro
visioning. Although the hybrid approach is applied to reduce traffic load,
considerable traffic overhead is caused by RSVP used by IntServ. We also
believe control traffic associated with QoS provisioning of FQMM is still an
overhead for multipath routing.
QOLSR [12] is a QoS extension of the original OLSR (Optimized Link
State Routing) [37] routing protocol. QOLSR employs QoS at the routing
level. QOLSR uses additional metrics other than hop count for optimal route
selection. Bandwidth and delay information are used as additional metrics
for optimal route calculation. These metrics are added to the OLSR routing
table entry on each node. Delay is measured from latency of HELLO mes
sages received from neighbouring nodes. Bandwidth is calculated based on
MAC layer information. QOLSR uses a distributed algorithm for multiple
metrics based optimal route selection. Both metrics can be used individually
or together. For example, for two paths with equal bandwidth, delay is used
as a second metric for selecting a routing path. QOLSR have a number of
shortcomings. QOLSR does not specify support for multipath routing and
traffic classification.
In [166] Zhang et al. proposed the adaptive source network rate con
trol scheme (ASNC) for adapting voice coding bit rate to available network
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resources, in order to minimize packet loss while maximizing voice quality.
Adaptive coding, source-based rate control, packet combination and error
checking are the key features of ASNC. ASNC uses AMP-WB (adaptive
multi-rate wideband) [83] coding and determines a coding bit rate base on
information such as packet loss, error, and MOS (Mean Opinion Score) [81].
AMR-WB coding offers nine bit rates from 6.6 to 23.85 Kbps with wide
band characteristics and source controlled rate operation by voice activity
detection (Discontinuous Transmission, DTX) [83]; very low rate during
voice inactivity. PESQ (perceptual evaluation of speech quality) [81] is used
to obtain MOS value of reception. The authors showed that MOS value is
proportional to effective coding rate and used packet loss rate to calculate
MOS value. Based on the available bandwidth, multiple voice data packets
are combined in a single transport layer frame to decrease MAC frame rate
which reduces packet loss. At the receiver's end, the decoder determines
packet loss and reception error and provides feedback accordingly.
Canales et al. [31] proposed a cross-layer architecture for QoS provi
sioning in ad hoc networks. The proposal aims to provide admission control
based on end-to-end available bandwidth estimation. The proposal takes ad
vantage of the reliable broadcast service offered by ADHOC MAC [22]. The
authors proposed dynamic TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) slot as
signment technique based on ADHOC MAC that allows conflict-free resource
reservation for point-to-point communications. The proposed cross-layer so
lution uses MAC layer inter-operation with the routing protocol to estimate
the TDMA slots available along the routing path. The MAC scheme is based
on a frame structure that consists of two subframes: a control subframe and
a data subframe. The control subframe broadcasts control information and
allows to distribute necessary information to support resource reservation,
maintenance of connectivity and routing operation. The TDMA based pro
posal also offers a distributed admission control in cooperation with a mod
ified version of AODV. The authors showed applicability of their proposal
using a number of example scenarios.
Multiple description coding (MDC) [63] is a way of providing error re
silient network data streams. MDC fragments a single data stream into
multiple independent streams. The independent streams may contain redun
dant information (distributed according to application requirements) or the
single stream can be distributed over multiple sub-streams. A receiver of the
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MDC streams can reconstruct the the original data by receiving sufficient
information from the redundant streams or the sub-streams. Typically, the
first approach offer fault-tolerance while the latter approach distribute traffic
load across multiple paths. MDC along with multipath routing is a attrac
tive choice for providing error resilient and performance enhanced multimedia
service [10]. Generation of multiple projections and reconstruction of single
data stream both are computationally expensive and could be problematic
for live video streaming.

3.3

Video Streaming

Video streaming can be classified as [151]:
• Broadcast only services over terrestrial, cable, satellite, cable modem
or DSL.
• Conversational services over IP or Cellular networks.
• Video-on-demand or multimedia streaming services.
• Multimedia messaging services (MMS).
Streaming video can be live, i.e., captured in real time or prerecorded
and made available on-demand. The most common applications of real-time
video are conversational, broadcast services and surveillance. Real-time or
live video demands to meet playout deadlines, i.e., captured video must be
transmitted and being played back at the receiver's end within a certain time
interval. For live video streaming, temporal importance of video data is un
compromising. Our interest is transmission of real-time digital video over
packet data networks such as IP networks.
IP based video streaming is composed of a number basic steps. Captured
raw video data is first encoded (digitalized and compressed) and encode video
data is transmitted as datagram packets. Up-on reaching the destination,
video data must be decoded (decompressed) before playback.
It is important to understand video encoding, because encoding makes it
possible to compress large amounts of video data to a portable format that
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can be transmitted as network packets. MPEG [151] and Motion JPEG
(M-JPEG) [77] are examples of the two most commonly used video coding
standards. At present, MPEG-4 H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) is the
most popular video coding for digital video streaming. MPEG-4 H.264/SVC
(Scalable Video Coding) is an extension of the original H.264/AVC, enabling
scalable video [134]. An example of scalable coding is support for multiple
resolutions by a single coded video data. To date, the decoding process of
MPEG-4 H.264/SVC is computationally expensive and may not be suitable
for delay sensitive real-time video services, such as videoconferencing, in a
resource constrained ad hoc network.

3.3.1

MPEG-4 H.264/AVC

MPEG-4 H.264/AVC [65] is a video coding standard of the ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Groups and ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG)
[79] [106]. H.264/AVC or MPEG-4 part 10 is the successor of MPEG-2 [64].
An important goal of the H.264/AVC standard is to provide network-friendly
representation of video data for both conversational (e.g., videoconference)
as well as non-conversational (e.g., video-on-demand or video broadcasting)
video applications.
The primary targets of the H.264/AVC standardization are maximized
coding efficiency, applicability to diverse range of network types, and ro
bustness against loss and errors. H.264/AVC offers improved rate-distortion
efficiency compared to the other existing video coding standards. In the
video coding domain, only the decoder is standardized for all the receivers
to be able to interpret the encoded bitstream and to produce similar output
[151].
H.264/AVC covers a Video Coding Layer (VCL) which represents the
video content and Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) that formats the VCL
representation of the video and provide header information for transport layer
protocols or storage media.
3.3.1.1

Network Abstraction Layer (NAL)

NAL provides customization of the use of VCL by mapping VCL data to the
multimedia streaming protocols such as RTP [118] over IP and MPEG-2 for
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High Definition (HD) video broadcasting. Key elements of NAL are N A L
units, bytestream, packet format, parameter set and access units.
Coded video data is organized into packets called NAL units. The first
byte of an NAL unit is a header byte that contains information about the
type of data and the remaining bytes of the NAL unit are the payload. Payload is accompanied by emulation prevention bytes.
NAL unit is structured to support both bitstream-oriented and packetoriented transport protocols. For bitstream-oriented protocols such as H.320
and MPEG-2/H.222.0 systems, each NAL unit contains three bytes long
unique identifier called start code prefix. Start code prefix indicates the
boundary of the NAL unit. In packet data based systems, e.g., multimedia
streaming using RTP, coded data is transported as packets by the underlying
transport layer protocol.
NAL units can be classified as VCL and non-VCL NAL units. The VCL
NAL unit contains data that composes the video pictures. Non-VCL NAL
units contain additional data such as important header information applica
ble to a group of NAL units and supplemental enhancement information that
are optional for decoding. Non-VCL NAL unit contains sequence and picture
parameter sets which decouple infrequently varying information from coded
video data. Sequence and picture parameter set can be sent before corre
sponding NAL units. Non-VCL NAL unit can be used to verify packet loss
and send request for retransmission if necessary. Non-VCL NAL unit param
eter sets can be transported over a reliable service for guaranteed reception.
An access unit is a collection of NAL units in a specified form and com
poses a primary coded picture. Supplement enhancement information could
precede the primary coded picture. Redundant coded pictures might follow
the primary coded picture for the recovery purpose, in case of data loss or
corruption in the primary coded picture. An access unit can be indepen
dently decoded to a picture.
A series of access units using the same parameter set is called a coded
video sequence and is independently decodable. The first access unit of
a coded sequence is called instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR). An IDR
access unit contains an intra picture which is independently decodable and
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is the reference picture for the subsequent pictures. A NAL unit may contain
multiple coded video sequences thus multiple intra pictures.
3.3.1.2

Video Coding Layer (VCL)

H.264/AVC uses a block-based motion compensated hybrid coding approach.
Each coded picture is represented in block shaped units of associated luma
and chroma samples. These units are called macroblocks. The H.264/AVC
coding algorithm is hybrid since it considers both temporal and spatial de
pendencies.
Human visual system processes brightness and color information sepa
rately with greater sensitivity to the details of brightness than color. In
H.264/AVC color representation is separated into three components, called
Y, Cb and Cr. Y is called the luma (luminance) that stands for brightness.
Cb and Cr are the chroma (chrominance) information that represents the
magnitude to which color changes from grey towards blue and red, respec
tively. Human visual system is more sensitive to luma compared to chroma
components. H.264/AVC compression takes advantage of this property. The
sampling structure of H.264/AVC coding maintains luma and chroma sample
ratio at 4:2, i.e., each chroma component sample is one fourth of that of a
luma component.
Partitioning pictures into macroblocks is the first step of the coding pro
cess. A picture is partitioned into fixed-sized blocks. Each block covers a
rectangular picture area of 16x 16 samples of luma component and 8x8 sam
ples of each chroma components. A picture can be split into one to multiple
slices (Figure 3.3). A sequence of macroblocks composes a slice. A slice can
be decoded independently, given that reference pictures are available (if there
is any). A collection of slices forms a slice group which can be treated as an
independent logical unit as well. One to several slice groups may present on
a H.264/AVC frame.
Depending on the used coding type, there can be three main types of
slices, namely I, P and 5-slice. An I-slice has the macroblocks coded us
ing intra prediction. The P-slice extends properties of the I-slice and also
contain macroblocks coded using inter prediction with at most one motioncompensated prediction signal per prediction block. The B-slice extends
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(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) MPEG-4 H.264/AVC slices, (b) MPEG-4 H.264/AVC slice
groups.
properties of the P-slice and also contain macroblocks coded using inter pre
diction with two motion-compensated prediction signal per prediction block.
Additionally, there are two new slice types, called Switching I (SI) and
Switching P (SP) slice.

a:
I

B B P B B P B B P

I
Figure 3.4: An example of MPEG-4 H.264/AVC GOP structure.
The concept of independent slices is comparable to frames in previous
standards. A video frame containing a single I-slices is the same as an Iframe. There could be a series of P and B-frames following each I-frame. A
sequence of P and B-frames and their reference I-frame compose a Group Of
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Pictures (GOP) (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.5: High level architecture of MPEG-4 H.264/AVC Encoder and
Decoder.
Luma and chroma samples are either spatially or temporally selected.
The resulting prediction residual is encoded using transform coding. Each
color component of the prediction residual is subdivided into 4x4 blocks and
integer transform is applied to each block. The transform coefficients are
quantized and coded using entropy coding technique. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the operations of VCL.
Macroblocks are coded in Intra or Inter mode. Intra predicted macroblocks are predicted using information from macroblocks that belongs to
the same picture when temporal prediction is difficult or inefficient. Mac
roblocks are predicted using motion compensation in inter mode coding.
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H.264/AVC allows motion compensated prediction with multiple references,
i.e., an inter macroblock may have several reference pictures (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Inter mode motion estimation with multiple references. A is the
referenced picture's parameter set.
The next step in the coding process is Transform Coding. Transform
coding is applied to reduce spatial redundancy of the prediction error sig
nal. Transformation is applied mainly to the 4x4 blocks. Integer transform
is used instead of discrete cosine transform (DCT) as used by the earlier
standards [151]. A key advantage of using integer transform is that the in
verse transform is defined by exact integer operations, thus inverse-transform
mismatches are completely avoided by the decoder. The transformation out
puts a set of coefficients, each of which is a weighting value for a standard
basis pattern. A quantization parameter is used to determine quantization
of transform coefficients. H.264/AVC uses scalar quantizer for this purpose.
The quantized transform coefficients generally are scanned in a zig-zag fash
ion. Zig-zag scan of transform coefficients shows that statistical distribution
of larger values for the low frequency part and smaller values for the high
frequency part. H.264/AVC standard specifies two entropy coding meth
ods: a lesser complex method based on context-adaptively switched sets
of variable length codes, called CAVLC, and the computationally more de
manding context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). Both
coding methods shows improvements in terms of coding efficiency compared
to techniques used in prior standards. H.264/AVC employs In-Loop Deblock
ing Filter technique to reduce production of visible block structures.
In summary, at the encoder, the transform coding process includes a
forward transform, zig-zag scanning, scaling and rounding as the quantization
process is followed by the entropy coding. At the decoder, the inverse of the
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encoding process is performed except for the rounding.

3.4

Transport Layer Protocol

Two remote hosts communicate with each other by means of a Transport
Layer protocol. The transport layer sits in between the application and net
work layers. The transport layer presents end-to-end perspective to commu
nicating parties by hiding lower network layers. The transport layer protocol
determines packet formats and other transmission control properties, such as
retransmission and acknowledgements. Examples of transport layer proto
cols are UDP (Unified Datagram Protocol) and TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol). The choice of a transport layer protocol is directly related to the
application traffic class.
UDP is an unreliable yet fast transport layer protocol. During trans
mission, UDP packets may be lost or arrive out-of-order. TCP, on the other
hand, was originally developed for guaranteed delivery and is suitable for best
effort traffic. Multi-step handshaking dialogs are used by TCP for connection
establishment. TCP ensures ordering of data using sequence numbers and
offers retransmission when necessary [123].
Although it provides fast transmission, UDP is unreliable. Delay sensi
tive applications such as multimedia applications commonly use UDP but
introduces additional features, such as sequence number, congestion control,
error recovery and retransmission mechanisms. The RTP (Real-time Trans
port Protocol) [133] is an example of popular IP based multimedia streaming
protocol. RTP was developed by the IETF. Although, the original design of
RTP is independent of transport layer protocol, RTP is commonly used as
an application layer protocol on UDP. RTP is consists of a pair of protocols,
RTP and RTCP (RTP Control protocol). RTP is responsible for transmis
sion of multimedia data, while RTCP provides control information, such as
feedback on the quality of service, for RTP streams [118].
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3.5

Routing in Ad hoc Networks

According to the seven layer OSI model [80], a routing protocol belongs
to the network layer. A routing protocol establishes the data routing char
acteristics of the network. A routing protocol defines the logical communi
cation infrastructure, presents nodes with the network topology and defines
communication rules among the member nodes. In a MANET, the routing
infrastructure is established in a distributed manner. In ad hoc networks, a
routing protocol is responsible for neighbour discovery, route discovery, route
management, computing optimal routes and traffic forwarding [14]. Murthy
and Manoj discussed in detail the design goals of MANET routing proto
cols [107]. An ad hoc routing protocol is designed with the following key
expectations:
• Provides stable loop-free connectivity.
• Has reduced control traffic overhead.
• Responds to changes in topology and link connectivity.
• Offers mobility management.
• Offers scalability.
• Flexible enough to incorporate QoS extensions and security mecha
nisms.
The main components of an ad hoc routing protocol are a routing table, that
contains full or partial topology information, control messages for discovering
and maintaining routes, and a mechanism for identifying optimal routes.
Ad hoc routing protocols can be grouped in three primary classes:
a. Reactive
b. Proactive
c. Hybrid
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a. Reactive rououting protocol

A reactive routing protocol performs route discovery on demand; i.e., com
munications begins with route discovery and usually nodes do not maintain
network topology (e.g., routing table). Examples of reactive routing protocol
are DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) [14] and AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector) [14].
b. Proactive rououting protocol

A proactive routing protocol maintains topology information through sending
periodic control messages and nodes maintains routing tables that convey
topology information. OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) [14] is an
example of proactive routing protocol.
c. Hybrid routing protocol

A hybrid routing protocol aims to combines key features of both proactive
and reactive protocols. ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) [14] is a hybrid rout
ing protocol.
Each type of routing protocol has its own strengths and weaknesses. The
reactive approach generates less control traffic but may experience higher
latency at the beginning of transmission. Performance degrades in high mo
bility environments due to increased rate of route discovery. The proactive
routing protocol, on the other hand, generates considerably higher (periodic)
control traffic but is a better choice for dense networks with high node mo
bility.
An ad hoc routing protocol performs forwarding through source routing
or in a hop-by-hop manner [14]. In many routing protocols, hop count is the
deciding factor for selecting the optimal path. Often the computed shortest
path, in terms of hop count, is not the optimal path. Additional metrics
such as bandwidth, latency, and packet loss information can also be used for
computing the optimal routing path.
In addition to a unique optimal path, routing protocols can utilize mul
tiple paths for routing. The key advantage of multipath routing is that it
distributes traffic load among several routes, enabling parallel transmission
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to achieve high data rate while reduces network congestion and traffic dis
tortion.
A number of routing protocols have been standardized by the IETF [74].
RFC 3561 [119] describes AODV and RFC 3626 [37] specifies the OLSR
standard. In the following two sections, we describe AODV as an example
of reactive routing protocol and OLSR as an example of proactive routing
protocol.

3.5.1

AODV

AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) [119] is a reactive routing
protocol that uses distance vector technique (e.g., Bellman-Ford shortest
Path). AODV essentially combines functionalities of DSR (Dynamic Source
Routing) and DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector) [120] routing
protocols. In AODV, route discovery is performed on-demand. AODV offers
a route maintenance mechanism and loop free routing, and the use of mes
sage sequence number prevents count to infinity problem.
In AODV, data transmission begins with broadcasting RREQ (route re
quest) message for route discovery. A RREQ contains source address, current
source sequence number, destination address, destination sequence number,
broadcast ID and hop count. If a neighbouring node does not contain route
information for the target destination, it rebroadcasts the RREQ with its
address as the current source and increases hop count value and sequence
number. Source address and broadcast ID are used to identify a RREQ and
duplicates are discarded. The sequence number offers freshness of the RREQ
as the latest sequence number is maintained by the intermediate nodes and
is broadcasted only if current RREQ's sequence number is greater than that
of the existing one. As a RREQ message propagates through the network,
intermediate nodes also update their routing table. A node maintains a
reverse route entry of already discovered route in the routing table. The
routing table contains addresses of all destination nodes (the originator of
the RREQs), destination sequence number, number of hops to the destina
tion and next hop address for the destination from the current node. A route
entry in the routing table maintains a lifetime flag which is updated every
time the route is used. Links are maintained by sending HELLO messages
to the neighbours. If a node receives a HELLO message from its neighbour,
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it updates the lifetime flag and the route containing that link is assumed to
be active. A route is discarded if the lifetime flag expires. Once the RREQ
finds the destination node, RREP (route reply) message, originated at the
destination node, is returned to the source. The RREP message typically
follows the route maintained in the routing tables on the intermediate nodes.

3.5.2

OLSR

OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) is a proactive routing protocol stan
dardized by the IETF [37]. RFC 3626 specifies the OLSR standard. OLSR
is a table driven routing protocol. Core components of OLSR are Neighbour
discovery, MPR selection and Topology discovery. OLSR uses the Dijkstra's
algorithm for route computation. Each node in OLSR, maintains a routing
table. OLSR offers support for multiple interfaces as well.

Destination
node address

Distance
(number of
hops)

Next hop
address

Interface
address (link
to be used to
reach the
next hop)

Table 3.1: OLSR routing table.
OLSR primarily uses two kinds of control messages for establishing the
routing infrastructure: HELLO messages are used for neighbour sensing and
TC (topology control) messages are used for discovering the topology, thus
computing routing paths. Control messages are sent out periodically for both
link sensing and route maintenance, and routing tables are updated accord
ingly. Each node maintains a routing table that consists of the entries in
Table 3.1.
Periodic HELLO messages are broadcasted by each node. HELLO mes
sage contains a node's neighbour list and MPRSelector set (discussed later).
HELLO messages are not forwarded or rebroadcasted. If a node's one-hop
neighbours can reach all of their two-hop neighbours through that node, the
node is selected as an MPR (multipoint relay) node and is added to each se
lecting node's MPRset. An MPR node maintains MPRselector set containing
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Figure 3.7: OLSR routing protocol showing selection of MPR nodes.
the one-hop neighbours it was select the MPR for (Figure 3.7). Information
available in the HELLO messages are utilized in the MPR selection process.
The MPR selection process focuses on minimizing the number of MPRs.
There is a willingness parameter which represents whether a node is inter
ested to act as an MPR.
TC messages are used to establish the network topology. TC messages
are only forwarded by the MPR nodes, both periodically and on detecting
change in the network topology. TC messages contain MPRselector set of the
MPR node. Up-on receving a TC message, a node updates its routing table.
Routing table 3.1 contains information about one-hop neighbours as well as
next hop address and hop counts for all the other nodes in the newteork.
There is a TTL (time-to-live) value for each entry in the table.
A shortest path algorithm, e.g., Dijkstra's Shortest Path algorithm is em
ployed for route calculation. Route calculation in OLSR can be as simple as
considering the hop counts to other more complex methods. For example,
bandwidth information, mobility metrics and congestion information can be
considered for path calculation.
0LSRv2 (OLSR version 2) [35] was proposed in 2009. OLSRv2 retains
the same basic algorithms from the original OLSR, but offers a modular ar
chitecture which provides grater flexibility for extensions, such as QoS and
security. OLSRv2 is consists of three key operational procedures: Neighbour
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discovery, MPR flooding and Link State advertisement. OLSRv2 provides
resilience against a number security threats [36]. 0LSRv2 employs packet
sequence numbers that helps discarding older control messages. OLSRv2 ig
nores unidirectional links, providing some resilience against jamming attacks.
Message interval bounds may limit the impact of an indirect jamming attack.
Additionally, OLSRv2 control packets allow extensions for integrating secu
rity features such as digital signatures.

3.5.3

Multipath Routing

In contrast to classical single path routing, packets can be routed from a
source to a destination through several different paths. Multipath routing of
fers better reliability, fault-tolerance, reduces traffic load on a single path and
improves latency, characteristics which are important for providing improved
QoS. Multiple paths can further be used as backup routes for redundant data
packets as well as for parallel transmission. Routes in multipath routing can
be classified as Link Disjoint, Node Disjoint, Inter Twisted and Hybrid [161].
Link Disjoint paths do not share a common link (an edge) connecting two
intermediate nodes. Node Disjoint paths are absolutely unique as no two
paths share any node and as a result do not share any common link. Inter
Twisted paths may contain common links. Hybrid routes may contain both
link and node disjoint and inter twisted paths.
AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector) [101] de
scribed by Marina and Das is a multipath extension of the original AODV
routing protocol. AOMDV algorithm computes multiple loop-free disjoint
paths. AOMDV shows significant improvement in routing performance. A
key problem experienced by reactive multipath routing protocols is flood
ing of a large number of redundant route requests and route reply packets
[159]. Calculating multiple paths is more efficient in proactive routing pro
tocols. Proactive routing protocols maintain topology information beyond
single-hop neighbours at every node which makes multiple route discovery
less cumbersome [161].
There have been a number of proposals for mulipath proactive routing
protocols, particularly for OLSR. Kun et al. [91] proposed multipath OLSR
based on IP source routing where paths are node disjoint and information
about intermediate node's interface queue is used for selecting paths. Badis
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and Agha [11] described a multipath extension for QOLSR [13]. QOLSR
utilizes bandwidth and delay metrics for route calculation. The proposed
multipath algorithm uses bandwidth and delay information to calculate loop
free and node disjoint routes. The algorithm uses a correlation factor, the
number of shared links among the paths, to reduce interference among the
paths.
This is important to mention here that pure disjoint multiple paths could
lead to inefficient routing [160]. Routing protocols, employing Dijkstra's
Shortest Path algorithm, might not work for sparse networks with pure dis
joint multiple paths [161]. Completely disjoint paths may produce limited
number of paths as well as very long paths. Also for techniques where route
computation incorporates other metrics, such as in QOLSR [11], absolute
disjoint paths are very much likely to introduce inefficiency.
Multimedia streaming can harness various advantages of multipath rout
ing to enhance over all quality of the multimedia service. Multimedia stream
ing is both delay sensitive and requires high bandwidth. Availability of mul
tiple paths can lessen congestion, thus reduce latency and packet loss.
3.5.3.1

Multipath OLSR (MP-OLSR)

MP-OLSR (Multipath OLSR) proposed by Yi et al. [161] is a variant of the
original OLSR routing protocol. Although, MP-OLSR is based on proactive
routing protocol OLSR, MP-OLSR is not a pure proactive, link-state rout
ing protocol. An MP-OLSR node does not always maintain routing paths to
all possible destinations in the network, rather it computes the routes when
necessary. This is to avoid computational complexity associated with com
puting multiple routes. The source computes a route and appends the route
information to the transmitted packet, similar to source routing. MP-OLSR
provides support for loop detection and route recovery. MP-OLSR verifies
presence of loop in the routing path by looking at the source defined route
in the packet header. Route recovery is performed only using topology infor
mation saved on the local node. An intermediate node verifies the existence
of the next hop in the appended route information before it forwards a data
packet. In case the next hop in the source defined route is not available, the
intermediate node recomputes the route and appends the new route infor
mation to the forwarded packet.
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MP-OLSR uses the same topology sensing mechanism of OLSR. For route
computation, Multipath Dijkstra's algorithm is used to calculate multiple
paths from the information gathered through topology sensing. The Mul
tipath Dijkstra's algorithm is used to obtain N paths from a source, u to
a destination, v. If G represents the graph underlying the network, given
G and it, then the Dijkstra's algorithm provides the source tree, ST con
taining the shortest paths in G for the source node u. A procedure, called
GET PAT H(ST, v), extracts the shortest path from u to v in ST. The above
two steps are performed to obtain N different paths from u to v. How N
different paths are obtained? In each step, i, a path, Pi is returned by the
procedure GETPATH(ST,v). Two incremental functions, namely fp and
fe are employed for identifying disjoint paths connecting u and v. fp is used
to increase link costs (similar to the original Dijkstra's algorithm) in the
previous path P*_i in order to obtain link disjoint paths. fe on the other
hand, is used to obtain node disjoint paths by increasing cost of the links
incident to vertices in P,_ i. It is also possible to obtain hybrid paths in
order to maximize the number of available paths. The result is an N-tuple
(Pi, P 2 , P3...., n) of paths from u to v in G.

P

3.5.4

Evaluation of Routing Protocols

In this section, we present results of our evaluation of the above discussed
three ad hoc routing protocols. We compare a number of performance met
rics of the three routing protocols. The results are obtained in the identical
environment. The simulation environment and implementation details are
available in Chapter 5. Table 5.1 lists the network simulation parameters.
The results are confirmed with 90% confidence level.
Figure 3.8 shows packet delivery ratio of the three routing protocols for
different network sizes. On the x-axis is the network size. Packet delivery
ratio is on the y-axis. All three routing protocols perform similarly for the 16
node network. Beyond 16 nodes, MP-OLSR completely outperforms AODV
and OLSR. With increase in the network size, the packet delivery ratio of
MP-OLSR increases as well. This is due to increase in number of available
paths for parallel transmission. For larger networks, OLSR shows increase
in packet delivery ratio while AODV's packet delivery ratio declines. Perfor
mance of AODV declines with increasing network size while OLSR performs
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of packet delivery ratio for different network sizes.
better among the two.
Figure 3.9 compares network latency experienced by the three routing
protocols for different network sizes. On the x-axis is the network size and
end-to-end delay or network latency is on the y-axis. We measure one-way
packet delay (average end-to-end delay) in milliseconds. For the 16 node
network, AODV performs slightly better than both OLSR and MP-OLSR.
For the 25 node network, AODV performs much better than the two other
protocols, while OLSR performs the worst. Beyond 36 nodes, network la
tency of MP-OLSR is lower compared to the other two routing protocols.
Figure 3.10 shows median absolute deviation of end-to-end delay. Me
dian absolute deviation of end-to-end delay demonstrates consistency or pre
dictability of transmission behavior. As we can see MP-OLSR outperforms
AODV by more than 30%. OLSR on the other hand, because of a fixed single
routing path, shows slightly better consistency compared to MP-OLSR.
Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 show the interface queue (IFq) statistics
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of network latency for different network sizes.
for all three routing protocols for different network sizes. IFq statistics pro
vides information regarding network congestion. The higher the number of
packets present in the IFq at any time during transmission, the greater is
the magnitude of congestion. We have collected data for 16, 25, 36, 49 and
64 node networks. For better visibility, we present results for 16, 36 and 64
node networks. The results show that AODV has most number of packets in
IFq for the longest duration while MP-OLSR has the least number of packets
for any network size.

3.6

Medium Access Control (MAC)

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol defines how a wireless node accesses
the shared wireless channel. MAC layer communications is limited between
adjacent nodes, nodes that are within each other's radio transmission range.
MAC protocol determines when to release packets and when to back off.
The IEEE 802.11 was originally developed for WLAN (Wireless Local Area
Network) communications. The IEEE 802.11 is a MAC layer and physical
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Figure 3.10: Median absolute deviation of end-to-end delay.
layer protocol standardized by the IEEE 802.11 working group [1]. The IEEE
802.11 operates at either the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM)
band or the 5 GHz unlicensed national information infrastructure (UNII)
band [60]. The IEEE 802.11 WLAN operates both in the infrastructure and
ad hoc mode [1].

3.6.1

IEEE 802.11 MAC

The IEEE 802.11 standard defines MAC specifications [1] for WLAN. The
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol determines how nodes share a common wireless
channel. IEEE 802.11 MAC mechanism consists of a mandatory distributed
coordination function (DCF) and an optional point coordination function
(PCF).
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Figure 3.11: Interface queue statistics for AODV.
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Figure 3.12: Interface queue statistics for OLSR.
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Figure 3.13: Interface queue statistics for MP-OLSR.

DCF utilizes a technique called carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA). A node listens to the wireless medium to verify the
presence of traffic. The logical unit maintains a backoff counter, a uniformly
distributed random number between zero and the contention window (CW).
Contention window is the maximum wait time for the backoff counter. A
node starts transmitting when the backoff counter is reduced to zero and the
medium is free, and transmits for a duration of DCF interframe space (DIFS).
A transmission is initiated by the sender by sending RTS (request to send)
frame. If the receiver is ready for reception, it sends back a CTS (clear to
send) frame. Up-on receiving CTS, the sender initiates the ACK (acknowl
edgement) timer and begin data transmission. The receiver acknowledges
the reception by sending ACK. If the sender does not receive ACK within
the ACK timer window, retransmission is scheduled. Collision might occur
when two nodes try to transmit at the same time. If no ACK is received,
then it is assumed that a collision has occurred. On detecting collision, nodes
double their backoff time up to CWmax. Figure 3.14 is an example of the
operation of DCF. PCF requires central control, thus, is not suitable for ad
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Figure 3.14: Example of IEEE 802.11 MAC operations (DCF).
hoc networks [60].
IEEE 802.11 was originally designed for best effort traffic. In DCF, all
nodes share the same channel access parameters, thus, introducing support
for QoS is challenging.

3.6.2

IEEE 802.lie MAC

IEEE 802.lie [2] is a QoS extension of the original IEEE 802.11 [1]. IEEE
802.lie introduces hybrid coordination function containing two medium ac
cess mechanisms, namely contention-based channel access and controlled
channel access. Contention-based channel access uses the technique called
enhanced DCF channel access (EDCA). The HCF controlled channel ac
cess (HCCA) technique is used in the controlled channel access. Among the
MAC layer QoS mechanisms described in the IEEE 802.lie standard, we
are particularly interested in the admission control mechanism. It controls
data traffic for different service classes. The advantages are QoS of the traf
fic flow of interest is maintained and efficient utilization of network resources.
EDCA introduces the concept of access category (AC). Different ACs
possess different channel access priorities and serve different traffic types.
Different ACs have different CWmin and CWmax values. An AC carrying
higer priority traffic is assigned a lower CWmin value to achieve higher trans
mission opportunities (TXOPs). Backoff period of an AC is also different
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based on AC's inter frame space (IFS), called arbitration IFS or (AIFS).
Virtual collision occurs when two ACs' backoff periods elapse at the same
time. In this case, Virtual Collision Handler, an inside scheduler, allows the
AC carrying higher priority traffic to access the physical medium and the AC
carrying lower priority prepares to try again. Figure 3.15 shows four ACs
carrying VOIP, video, best effort and background traffic. Here, each type of
traffic has a different priority. VOIP is assigned the highest priority class,
while background traffic belongs to the lowest priority class. Centralized
control of HCCA leads the admission control to have a deterministic nature,
which is not suitable for ad hoc networks [60].
Key advantages of the IEEE 802.lie standard are employing QoS at the
MAC layer, through traffic prioritization and admission control, and virtual
collision avoidance, enabling efficient resource utilization and reducing packet
overhead and on-channel collision.
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3.6.3

Evaluation of 802.11 MAC Protocols
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of packet delivery ratio of 802.11 and 802.lie.
Figure 3.16 compares packet delivery ratio for video transmission in
802.11 and 802.lie MAC environments. The results are obtained in the
identical environment. The simulation environment and implementation de
tails are available in Chapter 5. Table 5.1 lists the network simulation
parameters. The results are confirmed with 95% confidence level.
We carried out simulations in a 16 node ad hoc network organized in grid
topology. AODV is used as the routing protocol as we have seen before that
AODV performs better in the smaller networks. There are five simultaneous
traffic flows, one VoIP, two Video, one CBR and one FTP over TCP. In the
802.lie MAC, VoIP, Video, CBR and FTP over TCP are set from the highest
to the lowest priority order. From Figure 3.16, we can see a significant
difference in performance from 802.11 to 802.lie. 802.1le delivers about
50% more packets for the first video traffic flow and 45% more packets for
the second video traffic flow. The admission control mechanism of 802.lie
clearly demonstrates its superiority in presence of multiple traffic flows.
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3.7

Cryptography

In this section, we review cryptography concepts and techniques, and present
overview of the cryptography algorithms that we have used in this work.

3.7.1

Cryptography Overview

In computing, Cryptography is a technique for providing confidentiality of
digital contents. Cryptographic techniques transform digital contents to an
unrecognizable altered form. In cryptographic terms, the original content is
referred to as the plaintext and the transformed content is called the ciphertext. The procedure that transforms a plain text to a ciphertext is called
encryption. The method of reviving the original plaintext from the ciphertext is called decryption. Usually the encryption and decryption procedures
are lossless and non-additive, but there are exceptions.
The basis of a cryptographic technique is sharing some secret information
among trusted parties. In a networked environment, confidential information
could travel through unknown intermediate routers before reaching the tar
get destination. A cryptography technique ensures that only the legitimate
target destination or trusted parties have access to the confidential data by
sharing a piece of secret information in advance. This secret information
is commonly termed as the key of the cryptographic technique. A crypto
graphic key is essential for the encryption and decryption operations [139].
Depending on the characteristic of shared secret information, crypto
graphic techniques can be classified into symmetric key and public key based
cryptographic infrastructures. In symmetric key infrastructure, a single key
is shared and used for both encryption and decryption. Public key infras
tructure, on the other hand, utilizes two separate keys. Encryption is carried
out using the public key, whereas a private key is used for decryption. A
public key based approach involves a key exchanging technique such as DiffieHellman key exchange [139]. Both approachs have their own strengths and
weaknesses and are appropriate for different application domains.
According to operational procedure, cryptographic techniques can be fur
ther classified as stream cipher and block cipher. Stream ciphers operate on a
bit stream of arbitrary length, e.g., a single byte. Block ciphers, on the other
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hand, only accept a block of data of a predetermined size and transform the
input into a ciphertext. Stream ciphers are usually light weight and faster
than block ciphers but vulnerable to various attacks [100] [139].
For our evaluation, we have chosen several cryptography algorithms that
are FIPS (Federal Information Procession standard) [58] and NIST (National
Institute of Standards and technology) [108] approved. The following is the
outline of the selected cryptography techniques:
• Symmetric key infrastructure:
- Stream ciphers: RC4 and Salsa20
- Block ciphers: DES and AES
• Public key infrastructure:
- Elliptic Curve Cryptography
In the next few sections, we briefly describe these cryptography tech
niques.

3.7.2

RC4

RC4 [100] is a stream cipher based on 256-byte internal state called S-Box
(Sand Box). For a given secret key, RC4 produces a keystream and data are
encrypted by XORing with the keystream. The RC4 algorithm has two parts:
The key scheduling algorithm uses the secret key and loads a key register (to
the S-box) with a permutation on integers 0 to 255. A pseudorandom number
generator produces one-byte of keystream on each call to the generator and
also updates the S-box. The one-byte keystream is XORed with one-byte of
the plaintext data to produce a ciphertext of the same length. The decryption
procedure is exactly the same as the encryption, only in this case the input
is the ciphertext.

3.7.3

Salsa20

The Salsa20 stream cipher is one of the submissions included in the final
eSTREAM (ECRYPT Stream Cipher Project) portfolio in 2008 [18] [19].
Salsa20 is a stream cipher that works in counter mode. Salsa20 does not
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need to prepare an internal state like RC4 and therefore, has no setup phase.
The core of Salsa20 is a hash function that accepts a 512-bit block of plaintext
and outputs an equal size cipher text [156] [69]. The keystream generation
function takes a 256-bit secret key and a 64-bit nonce (a unique message)
and together with the 64-bit counter (sequence number) outputs a 512-bit
keystream. The core of the keystream generation function is called quarterround, function (QR). A 512-bit or 64-byte input block is configured as a 4x4
matrix of 32-bit words,
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The transformation process (on each 4-word tuple) is the following:
If y = ( y 0 , y i , y 2 , V 3 ) , then Q R { y ) = (20,31,22,23), where y s and z 5 are
32-bit words, j G {0,1,2,3} and
21 = 2/1 © ((yo + y3) <<< 7)
22 = V2 © ((21 + yo) «< 9)
23 = 2/3 © ((22 + 21) <<< 13)
zo — VqQ ((23 + 22) <<< 18)
The transformed matrix is added to the original input matrix to produce
a 4-word or 512-bit keystream block. Plaintext is XORed with the keystream
to produce the ciphertext.
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3.7.4

DES

DES (Data Encryption Standard) [110] is a symmetric key based block ci
pher technique. Triple-DES is a more secured variant of the original DES.
Triple-DES (also known as TEDA as specified in ANSI X9.52 [154]) is ap
proved by FIPS and NIST. The original DES uses 56-bit long keys. DES
encryption produces ciphertext having the same length of the original plain
text. The block size used in DES is 64-bit. Alike other block ciphers, DES is
employed using a mode of operation (described in Section 3.7.6). A 16 round
identical iterative process transforms a plaintext loaded in the 64-bit block
in a ciphertext of the same length. With increasing rounds, the security of
the algorithm increases exponentially. The main components of DES oper
ation are Key scheduling, Initial Permutation (IP), Feistel function (F) and
Inverse Initial Permutation (IP"1) or Final Permutation (FP). Fundamental
operational procedure of DES is described below:
Key scheduling step uses the 56-bit key to produce 48-bit subkeys for each
of the 16 rounds. Plaintext undergoes Initial Permutation (IP). Inverse of IP,
IP"1 is called the Final Permutation (FP). The block containing the plaintext
is separated into 32-bit subsegments (left and right halves) and is operated
on alternately. This operation involves Feistel function (F) processing one
32-bit half (of the 64-bit block) using the 48-bit subkey, output of which (F)
is XORed with the other 32-bit half of the block and the resulting halves are
swapped. (No swapping on the 16th round). This operation is carried out
16 times. After 16 rounds, IP"1 or FP transforms the block into the final
ciphertext. The decryption procedure is almost identical as the encryption
except for the 48-bit subkeys are applied in the reverse order.
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Triple-DES utilizes three keys, each 56-bit, for its functional procedure.
Plain text loaded in a 64-bit block, is encrypted, decrypted and again en
crypted using three keys. All three keys could be the same or different or only
keys used for encryption could be the same, as illustrated in Figure 3.17.
Decryption is carried out in reverse of the encryption procedure. Triple-DES
is backward compatible with the original DES.

3.7.5

AES

AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) [47] is a symmetric key based block
cipher algorithm. AES supports 128, 192 and 256 bit long keys. AES has
a fixed block size of 128 bits. Length of the ciphertext is the same as the
original plain text. An iterative transformation process called a round trans
forms plaintext into a ciphertext.
The AES algorithm with 128-bit key length and 128-bit block size oper
ates on a 4x4 matrix (a two-dimensional array) of bytes called a state. A
128-bit input (loaded in the block) is transformed into 4 rows of bytes each
containing 4 bytes. Each column of the two-dimensional array, on the other
hand, is 32-bit long and is called a word. Number of rounds depends on the
size of the key. For 128, 192 and 256 bit long keys, number of rounds are 10,
12 and 14 respectively. A round operating on a state, has four main functions
namely SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColurnns and AddRoundKey. All rounds
are identical except for the final one which does not carry out MixColurnns.
A Key Expansion routine generates a key schedule. Each round utilizes
a key schedule consists of 4-byte words. SubBytes function operates on each
byte of the state. An S-box is used to achieve a non-linear byte substitution.
S-box is a non-linear substitution table used in several byte substitution
transformations and in the Key Expansion routine to perform a one-for-one
substitution of a byte value. S-box operates in the finite field GF(28) (Galois
field). ShiftRows function cyclically shifts over several bytes present in the
last three rows of a state. MixColurnns operates on each of the 32-bit columns
of a state to transform all 4-bytes of each column. In the AddRoundKey step
each column of the state is XORed with a round key (a 32-bit word from the
key schedule).
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3.7.6

Block Cipher Mode of Operation

This is important to mention that block ciphers such as DES and AES can
operate in stream cipher mode and take advantage of stream cipher tech
niques. Examples of modes of operation are ECB (Electronic Code Book),
CBC (Cipher Block Chaining), OFB (Output Feedback), CFB (Cipher Feed
back) and CTR (Counter). For our evaluation, we used CFB which is a self
synchronizing stream and can be used to encrypt any number of bits [55].

3.7.7

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [38] is a public key cryptography system.
ECC demonstrates performance advantages at higher security level. ECC
considers elliptic curves over finite field (known as Galois field, GF) integers
modulo a prime number GF(p) (where p is the prime number and p > 3) or
binary polynomial GF(2m). The key size of an elliptic curve cryptosystem
is the size of the prime number or the binary polynomial represented in bits.
Common ECC key sizes are (in bits) 163, 256, 384, 512.
Elliptic curve cryptosystem is based upon the mathematical complex
problem of elliptic curve divergence logarithm (ECDLP). The elliptic curve
divergence logarithm problem is the following: nG, a multiple of a point G,
is easy to compute if G e E(GF(2m)) where E is an elliptic curve on the
finite field GF(2 m ). But without knowing E, solving n, for given G and nG
is a difficult problem. In a typical elliptic curve cryptosystem, G is the public
key and n is the private key. Stealthness of an elliptic curve cryptosystem
much depends on the property of the composition of the underlying elliptic
curve. A safe elliptic curve should be composed of a big rank and the rank
has a big prime factor and the curve is not hyper singular [165].
An elliptic curve E has an Abelian group [38] structure with identity
element O called the point of infinity. The elliptic curve E over the binary
finite field GF(2m) can be represented by the following equation (called the
Weierstrass equation.):
E : y 2 + xy = x 3 + ax 2 + b
where (x, y) is a point in E{GF{2m)) and x, y € GF(2 m )
with a, b € GF(2 m ) and 6^0
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Establishing an ECC cryptosystem involves selecting an underlying finite
field, identifying the elliptic curve domain parameters of the field being used
and a representation for the elements in the finite field. Then, an ellipticcurve has to be carefully chosen together with a point on the curve called the
generator and finally generating elliptic curve key pairs (n, G). Finite field
arithmetic operation is employed to carry out point multiplication which is
the fundamental operation of elliptic curve cryptosystem.
The main operation of ECC is point multiplication. The basis of secu
rity in ECC relies on the point multiplication operation. Multiplication of a
scalar k with any point P on the elliptic curve, to calculate another point Q
on the curve, is an example of point multiplication. Point multiplication can
be carried out by two elliptic curve operations: Point Addition and Point
Doubling. Point addition is adding two points X and Y to obtain another
point Z (Z = X + Y). Point doubling is adding a point to itself (doubling
of Z produces 2Z). So, if Q = kP and k is given, then Q can be obtained
from repeated addition and doubling of P. Each point addition and doubling
involves a multiplicative inverse operation. Finding multiplicative inverse is
a costly operation in both finite fields. It is notworthy that there are other
efficient methods to carry out point multiplication (e.g. Window-NAF [137]).
ECC can be used for signature schemes, key agreement and encryp
tion schemes. Elliptic Curve Augmented Encryption Scheme (ECAES), also
known as Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES), provides se
mantic security against adversary capable of launching chosen-plaintext and
chosen-ciphertext attacks. Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) is used by
ECIES for key agreement [27].
The key advantages of ECC are use of binary polynomial that does not
require integer multiplication which reduces hardware implementation com
plexity, security of a 171 -180 bit ECC key is equivalent to RSA cryptosystem
with 1024-bit key [152] which makes ECC a better choice for network commu
nications, especially resource stringent wireless communication as well as on
smartcards and embedded devices, and non-existence of effective sub-index
arithmetic to attack for a carefully chosen elliptic curve [165]. Although offer
shorter keys, ECC encryption is relatively more computationally expensive
than the previously described cryptography algorithms.
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3.7.8

Evaluation of Cryptography Algorithms
Encryption Time
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Figure 3.18: File size vs encryption time of different cryptography schemes.
In this section, we present results of our own evaluation of the above
discussed cryptography algorithms. The cryptography algorithms are imple
mented using the Crypto++ library version 5.6.1 [43]. Crypto-!—t- is a open
source cryptography library implemented in C++. The results are obtained
in the identical environment. The environment and implementation details
are available in Chapter 5.
We evaluate and compare runtime performance of the five cryptography
algorithms in the identical environment. We carry out the evaluation for
five different file sizes; 1 MB, 2 MB, 3 MB, 4 MB and 5 MB. The files are
populated with random binary data. The size of the unit data buffer that
the encryption operation is performed on is 1024 bytes. Decryption proce
dure follows the same method as the encryption operation. Time required to
complete encrypting and decrypting all different sizes of files is recorded in
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Figure 3.19: File size vs encryption time of different cryptography schemes.
milliseconds. In the presented results, the numeric value following the name
of a cryptography algorithm indicates the used key size, except for the ECC,
where it indicates the size of the curve in bits. The results are confirmed
with 95% confidence level.
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show time required to encrypt five different sizes
of files using different cryptography schemes (or crypto scheme as defined in
Section 4.3). RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20
256 are presented separately in Figure 3.19 for better visibility. On the x-axis
is file size and on the y-axis is time required to encrypt the file. From Figure
3.19, we can see for RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and
Salsa20 256, the encryption times are always within 500 ms of each other.
From Figure 3.18, it is clear that ECC schemes, for any curve size, are more
expensive than the other four algorithms. For instance, RC4, Triple-DES,
AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 took less than 1500 ms to
encrypt the 1 MB binary file, whereas the ECC with a 128-bit curve took
more than 8000 ms, 80 s more than any other non-ECC scheme.
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Figure 3.20: File size vs decryption time of different cryptography schemes.
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show time required to decrypt five different sizes of
files using different cryptography schemes. RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES
256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 are presented separately in Figure 3.21
for better visibility. The decryption operations are performed in the same
manner as their encryption counterparts.
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Figure 3.21: File size vs decryption time of different cryptography schemes.
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Encryption Throughput

Figure 3.22: Comparison of encryption throughput of different cryptography
schemes.
Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show encryption and decryption throughput re
spectively. Throughput is measured in KBps. As we can see, ECC through
put are much lower compared to RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256,
Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256. RC4, DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and
Salsa20 256 throughput fall between 800 - 1000 KBps, whereas the through
put of the highest performing ECC scheme is less than 200 KBps.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of decryption throughput of different cryptography
schemes.
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Encrypted Payload
Size (byte)
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1077
1093
1109
1141
1177

Crypto Scheme
RC4
Triple-DES
AES 128
AES 256
Salsa20 128
Salsa20 256
ECC 128
ECC 192
ECC 256
ECC 384
ECC 521

Table 3.2: Comparison of encrypted payload size of different cryptography
schemes.
Table 3.2 contains the encrypted payload size for different cryptography
schemes. Here, the original payload size is 1024 bytes. For RC4, Triple-DES,
AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256, the encrypted payload size
is the same as the original payload size. The ECC encryption operation on
the other hand, results in increased encrypted payload size. The ECC en
crypted payload increases with increased curve size.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of encryption and decryption time of ECC for dif
ferent curve sizes.
We observe that, the ECC encryption operation is considerably more
delay intensive than the decryption operation. Figure 3.24 compares ECC
encryption and decryption times on a 1 MB file for different curve sizes.
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Chapter 4
QoS Aware Adaptive Security
Scheme (QaASs)
In this chapter, we present an application setup for secured video streaming
in ad hoc networks. QoS awareness is a key feature of the security scheme
that provides confidentiality at the content level. The application is adaptive
to change in computing and network resources. Trade-off between security
and QoS parameters is of main interest of the adaptation procedure. We
name our proposed framework the QoS Aware Adaptive Security Scheme or
QaASs in short.

4.1

Overview of QaASs

QaASs aims to provide QoS aware security for real-time multimedia commu
nications over MANETs. In order to meet QoS requirements for a diverse
range of multimedia applications, we have chosen to deploy QoS mechanisms
at several network layers and MANET components have been chosen accord
ingly. The building blocks of QaASs can be grouped in three categories:
a. Application and network level QoS mechanisms
b. Network and content level security
c. The adaptive scheme
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Figure 4.1: Application and network level components.
a. Application and network level QoS mechanisms

Each member station is equipped with devices and applications for real-time
multimedia streaming. Video is captured using a video camera and encoded
using an MPEG-4 H2.64/AVC encoder. A video streaming application is
installed for real-time streaming to the unicast or multicast destinations or
for video broadcasting. Each station can stream and receive multiple flows
simultaneously. The member stations support other types of traffics as well,
e.g., FTP over TCP).
The network utilizes IPv6 [45] for node addressing. Encoded video data
are transmitted as IPv6 packets. The streaming application operates on
UDP, thus video data are transported as UDP datagram. The network sup
port multipath routing and MP-OLSR [161] is employed as the ad hoc
routing protocol.
Each station is equipped with at least one IEEE 802.11 [1] family Wi-Fi
interface. The Wi-Fi interface supports IEEE 802.lie [2] admission con
trol enabled MAC. Unlike on-demand reservation based techniques, 802.lie
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employs a stateless admission control scheme. Figure 4.1 shows application
and network level components using the OSI model.
b. Network and content level security

CREQ
Shareholder

CREPLY

Shareholder
Certificate ££
Requesting ^
Node
mm

Shareholder

Shareholder

Figure 4.2: CREQ dispatch and CREPLY from shareholders
QaASs offers security both at the network and at the content level. We
have chosen public key infrastructure approach to provide authentication at
the network layer. QaASs establishes network level security (authentication)
in a distributed manner. We follow Dhillon et al.'s [49] proposed distributed
CA technique in our work. Dhillon et al. [49] proposed a fully distributed
CA for OLSR based ad hoc networks. The certification technique utilizes core
concept of Shamir's threshold cryptography [135] and is similar to MOCA
proposed by Yi and Kravets [162]. The initial assumption is that the network
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contains predefined special nodes called shareholders. Shareholders can gen
erate partial signatures. A node joining the network, can obtain a certificate
only if it receives at least k partial signatures form k different sharehold
ers. Both MPR and non-MPR nodes can be a shareholder. A shareholder
offering service, can be identified from the broadcasted HELLO messages.
HELLO messages can only reach one-hop neighbours. It is very much likely
that all k shareholders are not within one-hop distance of the certificate re
questing node. Information about shareholders is collected by each MPR
node from its MPR selector's set and propagated across the network using
TC messages. In this way, all the nodes in the network become aware of all
the shareholders. Each node maintains shareholders' identity and distance
(hop count). A node requests for certificate by sending out CREQ messages
to at least k shareholders. Each shareholder reply to the requesting source
with CREPLY message that carries a partial signature (Figure 4.2). From
k partial signatures, the certificate requesting node can construct a complete
signature that is verifiable by the other (authenticated) nodes in the network.
Since, our network aims to provide delay sensitive multimedia services, we
have critically taken in consideration the overhead caused by security mech
anisms. For example, onion routing [9] like techniques provide anonymity in
addition to confidentiality, but, not suitable for delay sensitive applications.
We extend Dhillon et al.'s [49] distributed CA technique to provide rout
ing security in our work. OLSR control messages are modified to carry the
digital certificate of the respective control message originator. The com
plete digital signature contained in the digital certificate is verifiable by a
node that has already computed complete digital signature from k partial
signatures. A node receiving HELLO message from a neighbour, adds the
message originator to the routing table only if the accompanied certificate in
the HELLO message is carrying a valid digital signature. MPR nodes only
include nodes from the MPR selector's set in TC messages whose digital cer
tificate have been verified. This way, TC messages being propagated across
the network, only carry information about verified nodes. A TC message
also carries digital certificate of the respective originator MPR node. The
constructed routing tables only contain nodes with valid digital certificate.
Eventually, computed routes contain authenticated nodes.
Each node maintains the digital certificate of a corresponding node in
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the routing table. The digital certificate contains the public key of the as
sociated node, verified by the k shareholders. Hence, when establishing a
service session, this public key can be utilized and communicating parties
are not required to reverify each others public keys with the shareholders.
This key can also be used for encrypting a service key. For example, if the
service uses symmetric key infrastructure, the exchanged symmetric key is
encrypted using the public key.
The public key infrastructure based routing security offers both authen
tication and non-repudiation. We assume computational complexity associ
ated with verifying digital certificate is negligible. The proposed technique
does not introduce any additional control message, only append additional
information to the original OLSR control messages. Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Scheme (ECDSA) [27] can be used for this purpose. ECDSA
offers shorter key yet strong security [152], We assume that rekeying and
certificate revocation mechanisms are in place but out of the scope of our
current discussion.
Since, computed routes are supposed to be already authenticated, data
packets carrying multimedia payload axe not authenticated during transmis
sion. If required, payload data are encrypted to provide security at the
content level. Multimedia services usually begin with establishing a session.
In addition to encrypting the payload, end-to-end secured session is also es
tablished.
QaASs aims to support both symmetric key and asymmetric key cryp
tography for content level security. Both symmetric and asymmetric key
cryptography infrastructures require key agreement among involving parties.
Since, nodes are verified for a valid digital signature before being added to the
routing table, for cryptographic key exchange, we only verify if the service
request is coming from a valid node by comparing the node's digital signature
with the one stored in the routing table. For already verified nodes, service
key establishment can follow any conventional key exchange protocol appro
priate for the cryptosystem of interest, e.g., Diffiie-Hellman Key Agreement
Protocol [50].
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c. The adaptive scheme

In Section 2.2.2.2, we have reviewed literature that address the issue of re
source overhead caused by cryptography. We have discussed a number of
selective and adaptive mechanisms for encrypting multimedia contents. We
also have commented 011 the reviewed literature and identified their contribu
tions and limitations. To the best of our knowledge, we have not encountered
any work that takes a comprehensive approach to provide QoS aware adap
tive security for real-time multimedia streaming over ad hoc networks.
Our motivation behind developing an adaptive scheme is that no existing
work really addresses, under what circumstances, selective encryption should
be applied. Additionally, an number of contributions [103] [145] use nonstan
dard cryptography techniques and format compliance of encoded video data
in some techniques is questionable [4] [145]. Unfortunately, these techniques
are unlikely to make into a real world application where genuine security is
of interest.
The adaptive scheme defines why, when and how to deploy adaptation.
We make an effort to identify video quality metrics influenced by the com
plexity associated with cryptography operations and also identify possible
metrics that can be utilized for making adaptation decisions. The adaptive
scheme adapts both cryptography and multimedia service parameters. We
describe the adaptive scheme in details in Section 4.3.

4.2

The Role of the Adaptation Mechanism

In Section 3.7.8, we compared run-time performance of different cryptog
raphy schemes. Since, video streaming is delay sensitive, in order to meet
desired QoS requirements, performance of the cryptography operation is of
significant importance.
We begin with describing scenarios where adaptation is applicable. The
video streaming application is consists of four key processes, namely ECD H .264,
ENCCRP at the streaming source and DCDH 2M and DECCRP at the receiv
ing end. ECDh.264 and DCDH.264 are the H.264/AVC encoder and decoder
processes respectively, and ENCCRP and DECCRP are the encryption and
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Figure 4.3: Three communication scenarios: Processes.
decryption processes for the cryptography scheme CRP. Let us assume that
all processes have equal priority. For one-on-one video communications, a
station would require to execute all four processes simultaneously and sys
tem resource would be equally shared by four processes (Figure 4.3 (a)). If
there is four way real-time communications, i.e., each station is communi
cating with three other stations, a total of eight processes would share the
system resource (Figure 4.3 (b)). Similarly, Figure 4.3 (c) shows that a
station is engaged in real-time communications with three parties and pro
viding one video-on-demand (VOD) service. In the latter case, video data is
already encoded and only needs to be encrypted.

(a)

fbj

(c)

Figure 4.4: Three communication scenarios: Network Flows.
Figure 4.4 shows network resource utilization by the three previously
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described scenarios. In Figure 4.4 (a), there are only two flows, so network
resource (e.g., available bandwidth) is shared by two flows. In Figure 4.4 (b)
and (c), the same resource is shared by 12 flows and nine flows respectively.
In the next section, we provide simulation results which reflect the above
discussed concepts.

4.2.1

Encrypted Video Traffic
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of transmission delay of 1-5 video flows.
Figure 4.5 compares end-to-end transmission delay experienced at a sta
tion for different numbers of video traffic flows. The results are obtained in
the identical environment. The simulation environment and implementation
details are available in Chapter 5. Table 5.1 lists the network simulation
parameters. We carry out simulation in a grid network with 36 nodes. MPOLSR is used as the ad hoc routing protocol. Video data is encrypted using
ECC with a 384-bit curve. The results are confirmed with 90% confidence
level.
Figure 4.6 compares number of packets successfully transmitted for dif
ferent numbers of video flows. Figure 4.7 compares throughput of the cryp79
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of cryptography process throughput.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of cryptography delay of 1-5 video flows.
tography process for different numbers of video flows. Figure 4.8 compares
cryptography delay experienced at a station for different numbers of video
flows. Cryptography delay for each video data unit differs by 13 ms across a
single video flow to five video flows. Over the course of a second, for a 30 fps
video, this time would be magnified by 30 times causing significant playback
delay. The adaptation mechanism of QaASs is designed to deal with the
aforementioned issues.

4.2.2

Selective Encryption

In this section we present evaluation of selective encryption. The results are
obtained in the identical environment. The simulation environment and im
plementation details are available in Chapter 5. Table 5.1 lists the network
simulation parameters. We carry out simulation in a grid network with 36
nodes. MP-OLSR is used as the ad hoc routing protocol. We use ECC with
a 384-bit curve for encrypting video data. The results are confirmed with
95% confidence level.
Figure 4.9 compares cryptography delay for three encryption scenarios.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of cryptography delay for selective encryption.
In the first scenario, we encrypt all types of coded frames in a H.264/AVC
video sequence. In the second scenario, we encrypt I and P-frames and in
the third scenario only the I-frames are encrypted. The results show that
there is an average 30 ms difference in cryptography delay per frame from
scenario one to scenario three. The difference is about 15 ms for scenario two.
Furthermore, in the first scenario, it took about 50 s to transfer the entire
video, whereas in the second scenario the time is 42 s and 36 s for scenario
three. Figure 4.10 compares effective packet transmission rate (per second)
experienced by the receiver. Scenario three achieves the highest packet rate
at an average 42 packets per second while the first scenario manages just 30
packets per second. We, therefore, think that selective encryption can be a
possible candidate for the adaptation mechanism in QaASs.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of packet rate for selective encryption.

4.2.3

Video Frame Rate

Video compression techniques such as H.264/AVC, allow to encode video
data at different frame rates. A higher frame rate comprises a larger number
of frames for a fixed duration. The same video for the same duration can
be produced with less number of frames but would compromise playback
quality. As we have seen in the previous section, the more number of frames
have to be encrypted the higher the over all delay and lower the effective
packet rate, thus actual video frame rate. We, therefore, think that video
frame rate can be considered as a metric for the adaptation mechanism in
QaASs.

4.3

QaASs Adaptive Scheme

QaASs adapts both security and streaming behaviour to cope with change
in system and network resources. We explain the adaptation mechanism in
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the context of live video streaming.
Crypto Scheme:
A crypto scheme is a unique combination of a cryptography algorithm and
its properties such as internal state size, block size, number of rounds, mode
of operation and key length. For example, AES having a 128-bit key and
AES having a 256-bit key are two unique crypto schemes. RC5 [127] with
a 64-bit block size is a different crypto scheme from RC5 with a 128-bit
block size. ECC with a 128-bit curve and ECC with a 384-bit curve are
two separate crypto schemes. In this thesis, a crypto scheme always refers
to a unique combination of a cryptography algorithm and its set of properties.

:Q <b
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Time
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Initial FPS

FPS change*!
based on
feedback

Security scheme
changed based
on 'eedback

Figure 4.11: Feedback packet.

Feedback Packet:
The receiver of real-time video provides periodic feedback about reception to
the streaming source. A feedback packet PKTfb is sent by the receiver ev
ery Tfb interval (Figure 4.11). Tfb is measured in seconds and customizable
before the beginning of a service session. PKTfb only contains a parameter
set. Therefore, it can be sent over a guaranteed service like TCP. Table 4.1
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shows an example of PKTfb parameter set.
Parameter
Average transmission delay
Average playback frame rate
Frame delay jitter
Decryption throughput
Frame loss percentage

Symbol
T tr _d
FPSpb
Jfjd
TPdec
Floss

Unit
milliseconds
frames/second
milliseconds
KBps
% (percentage)

Table 4.1: Feedback packet parameters set.

° Ttr_d is the average transmission delay.
o FPSpb is the average frame rate achieved at the receiver's end, i.e.,
playback FPS.
o Jf d is the frame delay jitter experienced at the receiver's end. Delay
jitter indicates the deviation from the average or median delay. One
way of measuring delay jitter is calculating median absolute deviation.
o TPdec is the decryption throughput, a measure of performance of a
decryption process (explained in the next section).
o Fi oss is the measure of frames lost during transmission or treated obso
lete by the decoder.
We explain the adaptation scheme presenting four different scenarios.
Both security requirements and streaming properties are application depen
dent and are user defined. We present four adaptation options to explain the
operational procedure of the QaASs's adaptation scheme.

Adaptation Option One:
Conditions: FPS is fixed and all video data must be encrypted.
Since, our network aims to support a diverse range of devices, different
stations have different processing capability; therefore, the throughput of
crypto schemes varies across stations. Each station maintains a performance
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Crypto
Scheme
ID
1

Algorithm

RC4
TripleDES
AES
AES
Salsa20
Salsa20
ECC
ECC

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Size of
Internal
State or
Block
Size
(bits)
2064

Key
Size or
Curve
Size
(bits)

Encryption Decryption
Through
Through
put
put
(KBps)
(KBps)

256

993.80

996.79

64

168

930.50

931.73

128
128
128
256
N/A
N/A

128
256
512
512
256
384

963.57
950.87
921.23
895.35
61.93
33.11

972.95
952.50
933.66
919.56
84.36
46.72

Table 4.2: Cryptography algorithm performance profile.
profile of crypto schemes, CRPprf. CRP pr f contains encryption and decryp
tion throughput in KBps for different crypto schemes. Throughput values
are pre-populated in an ideal execution environment. Throughput values in
Table 4.2 are obtained following the same procedure as discussed in Section
3.7.8. Table 4.2 is an example of information stored in CRPprfIdeally, CRPprf is an XML file. During the service setup phase, communicat
ing parties exchange their CRP pr /s. Adaptation option one utilizes CRPprf
for its operational procedure.
In Table 4.2,
o Encryption throughput is the amount of data encrypted by the crypto
scheme per second, measured in KBps.
o Decryption throughput is the amount of data decrypted by the crypto
scheme per second, measured in KBps.
Lets assume, u is the streaming source and v is the receiver.
The maximum size of a video frame is n bytes.
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T enc is the time required to encrypt n bytes at station u. n enc is the
size of the encrypted payload and n enc > n.
Td ec is the time required to decrypt n enc bytes at station v.

Here, time is measured in milliseconds.
T z = T x + T y , is the playback time at the receiver's end for a video
frame that was originally available at the source at time Tx. Ty is the

maximum allowed playback delay for the video frame.
So, we can write,
T sc h = T X + T enc

(4-1)

where T sc h is the scheduled transmission time for the video frame that was
originally available at time T x .
and
T y > T enc + T trJ i, + T^c

(4-2)

where T tr _d is the transmission delay measured in milliseconds.
In order to meet QoS requirements (e.g., maximum allowed playback de
lay), we can choose an encryption algorithm from Ci?Ppro/i;e that satisfies
Equation 4.2. From Equation 4.2, we can see that the playback delay is
composed of two independent entities, the transmission delay, Ttrd and the
cryptography delay, (T enc + T dec ).
We define a parameter called Crypto Threshold, C RPthreshoid- The value
of CRPthreshoid indicates the maximum time allowed for a video data unit to
spend in cryptography operations (encryption and decryption to be exact).
A video data unit could be a single video frame, a GOP or could be one
second worth of video data. In order to cope with unexpected transmission
delay and jitter, streaming applications incorporate a technique, called jit
ter buffer [111]. Moreover, introducing additional delay at the beginning
of playback, to allow the decoder to receive enough frames, could help to
mitigate the effect of unexpected transmission delay and jitter. The goal is
to avoid choppiness or prevent the video from stalling during playback. The
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value of crypto threshold is determined with the above two techniques in
consideration. How to determine the value of CRPthreshoid, in conjunction
with other related parameters, is a problem in its own right and we leave it
as an open problem for the time being and consider as a candidate for future
research.
So we can say, the maximum allowed playback delay, T y is a function
of CRPthreshoid, jitter buffer delay properties and introduced initial playback
delay. Conversely, the value of CRPthreshoid is chosen to satisfy Equation 4.2.
For adaptation option one, we consider that the value of CRPthreshoid
indicates the maximum time allowed for a video frame to spend in cryp
tography operations, i.e., the sum of encryption time and decryption time,
(T'enc '^de.c)• Hence,
C RPthreshold > Tenc + Tdec

(4-3)

For each streaming session, the sender and receiver maintain the average
encryption and decryption throughput respectively, over a predefined dura
tion (e.g., one second for a 30 fps video). TPenc is the average encryption
throughput per frame measured in KBps (Equation 4.4).
rpp

t=ls r p p
£_ q J.x £r enc.frame
_ Z-jt=0
encjrarne
t—lS
£
t=0 frame

E

^^

E

In Equation 4.4, TP enc _f rame is the encryption throughput for each frame,
0* frame is the total number of frames encrypted over the predefined
duration, which is assumed to be Is. It is possible that, ^t=o S frame =
GOPiength, where GOPiength is the GOP length in the sourced video.
The feedback packet, PKTfb, originated by the receiver, informs the sender
about average decryption throughput per frame, TPdec• We calculate TPdec
from Equation 4.5. In Equation 4.5, TPdec_frame is the decryption through
put for each individual frame. Hence, YllZo1 TPdec.frame is the cumulative
decryption throughput for
frame frames. TPdec calculation considers
decodable frames in a received GOP.
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We calculate, average encryption time per frame, T enc from Equation 4.6
and average decryption time per frame, Tdec from Equation 4.7.

T fenc —

TP,enc

(4,6)

(4.7)
*dec

where n avg is the average frame size in bytes.
Up-on receiving a PKTf b , the streaming source verifies if Equation 4.3 is
satisfied. In case Equation 4.3 is not satisfied, FPS cannot be altered, nor
can we employ selective encryption. The only variables here are T enc and T dec .
The source have the receiver's CRPprojue- Using Equations 4.6 and 4.7,
from the recipient's CRPprofue, the source chooses a crypto scheme for which
Equation 4.3 is satisfied.
Our literature review and evaluation show that, in most cases, a crypto
scheme with higher throughput happens to provide lower security. By switch
ing to a higher throughput crypto scheme, to some extent, we are compromis
ing security. In order to address this issue, we employ rekeying. Multimedia
applications are delay sensitive. As we have seen before, cryptography key
management is a complex procedure in ad hoc networks. Rekeying as well is
an expensive procedure and require additional communications among com
municating parties.
We only present a rekeying mechanism for public key cryptosystem, ECC
to be specific. Key agreement in ECICS is achieved using ECDH. We as
sume, communicating pairs exchange and agree upon ECC domain parame
ters during the session setup phase. The elliptic curve E and a point P on
E are agreed upon during the session setup phase and are not changed by
the rekeying procedure. The source and destination generate large enough
random integers a and b respectively. The source computes a point aP on
E and sends it to the destination. The destination computes a point bP on
E and sends it to the source. The source and destination computes a(bP)
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and b(aP) respectively. This is to note that the sizes of aP and bP are the
same as the size of the point P. The shared secret x is the x-coordinate of
the point abP on the curve E. A symmetric key can be derived from x for
message encryption.
We propose two ECDH based rekeying techniques:
1. The source generates a new random integer a' and computes a'P and
sends it to the destination. Since, the source have already received bP
during the session setup phase, the destination is not required to resend
bP. Both the source and destination can compute a'(bP) and b(a'P)
respectively, thus a new shared secret x'. A new symmetric key can
be derived from x'. For this approach, we would only require one way
communications.
2. The source generates a new random integer a' and computes a'P and
sends it to the destination. The destination generates a new random
integer b' and computes b'P and sends it to the source. Up-on receiving
b'P, the source can compute a'(b'P). Up-on receiving a'P, the desti
nation can compute b'(a'P). Therefore, a new shared secret x' can be
computed. A new symmetric key can be derived from x'. For this
approach, we would require two way communications.
It is possible that information exchanged for rekeying be sent separately
or if possible, piggyback on data traffic. The latter reduces traffic overhead.
Another important issue is the rekeying frequency. A higher rekeying fre
quency would require exchange of a lot more information compared to a low
rekeying frequency. Since the amount of information exchanged influences
network resource utilization, this is of important consideration. Rekeying fre
quency should be chosen in such a way that it does not cause serious traffic
overhead that interferes with actual multimedia traffic.

Adaptation Option Two:
Conditions: Crypto scheme and FPS are fixed. Encrypting frames contain
ing inter coded macroblocks (e.g., P and B-frames) are optional.
The more frames are encrypted, the higher the overall delay overhead
is. Frames received out-of-order, due to delay, are often discarded by the
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decoder and therefore, would only contribute to resources exhaustion and
bandwidth wastage. In Section 4.2.2, we have seen how selective encryption
influences overall transmission delay. Here, selective encryption is an option
for adaptation.
In theory, if no I-block is present, in H.264/AVC, P and B-frames cannot
be decoded unless the reference I-frame information is available. Information
present in P and B-frames is useless without the reference I-frame. Hence,
I-frames are of the most importance and therefore, must be encrypted.
Options
i
ii
iii

I-frame
e
e
e

P-frame
e
e

B-frame
e

X

X

X

Table 4.3: H.264/AVC selective encryption options.
For adaptation option two, we take advantage of the above property of
H.264/AVC and make encrypting inter coded frames, i.e., P and B-frames
optional. Along with I-frames, only P-frames may be chosen for encryp
tion. Another option would be not to encrypt either P or B-frames at all.
By choosing less frames for encryption, the overall delay overhead due to
encryption and decryption can be significantly reduced. For example, if a
GOP contains one I-frame, three P-frames and six B-frames, we can choose
to encrypt only one I-frame instead of 10 frames. Table 4.3 summarizes the
options for the discussed selective encryption technique. In Table 4.3, 'e'
refers to encrypted and 'x' refers to not encrypted.
The decision regarding selecting frames for encryption is made based on
Equation 4.3. For each streaming session, the sender and receiver main
tain time spent on the encryption and decryption operations, over a pre
defined duration (e.g., one second for 30 fps video). The feedback packet,
PKTfb, originated by the receiver, informs the sender about effective de
cryption throughput, TPdec. Up-on receiving PKTfb, the streaming source
verifies if Equation 4.3 is satisfied. In case Equation 4.3 is not satisfied,
we can employ selective encryption. The adaptation decision is applied on a
trial basis. For example, initially, all I, P and B-frames are encrypted. Up-on
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receiving PKTfb, the source verifies if Equation 4.3 is satisfied. If Equation
4.3 is not satisfied, the source decides not to encrypt the B-frames. On the
next reception of PKTfb, the source again verifies if Equation 4.3 is satisfied.
If Equation 4.3 is still not satisfied, the source decides not to encrypt P and
B-frames.

Adaptation Option Three:
Conditions: Crypto scheme is fixed and all the transmitted video data must
be encrypted. It is optional to transmit video frames containing inter coded
macroblocks (e.g., P and B-frames).
Adaptation option two reduces delay overhead by not encrypting frames
containing inter coded macroblocks. Adaptation option three considers a
more restricted scenario, where crypto scheme is fixed and all the transmit
ted data must be encrypted. However, transmission of frames containing
inter coded macroblocks (e.g., P and B-frames) is optional. If the source
wants to send P and B-frames, they must be encrypted.
Discarding non-inter coded frames results in reduced amount of encrypted
data, i.e., reduction in overall cryptography operations; thus, reduced cryp
tography delay overhead. Therefore, we can gain streaming performance in
expense of quality of experience.
Up-on receiving a feedback packet, PKTfb, the streaming source verifies if
Equation 4.3 is satisfied. In case Equation 4.3 is not satisfied, the adaptation
decision is applied on a trial basis. For example, initially, all I, P and Bframes are encrypted and transmitted. Up-on receiving a PKTfb, the source
verifies if Equation 4.3 is satisfied. If Equation 4.3 is not satisfied, the
source decides not to encrypt and send the B-frames. On the next reception
of PKTfb, the source again verifies if Equation 4.3 is satisfied. If Equation
4.3 is still not satisfied, the source decides not to encrypt and send P and
B-frames.

Adaptation Option Four:
Conditions: Crypto scheme is fixed and all the transmitted video data must
be encrypted. Variable frame rate (FPS) is allowed.
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Another option for adaptation is adapting the frame rate. A high FPS
value means more frames have to be encrypted; thus, higher cryptography
overhead.
30fps
Original H.264/AVC video sequences

30fps
Encrypted video sequences

T,

T;

Figure 4.12: Transfer time for encrypted video sequences at different FPS.
In Section 4.2.2, we have seen how a computationally expensive cryp
tography algorithm can reduce effective frame rate. A high FPS video in
this case would increase the number of frames arriving out-of-order. Figure
4.12 illustrates this issue with an example. We have the same T\ second long
video sequence coded at 30 fps and 15 fps. Assuming network latency is
negligible, the transfer time for both video is T\. Lets assume that the used
crypto scheme causes the 30 fps video to be transferred by time T3, twice
the transfer time required by the unencrypted videos. Number of frames in
the 30 fps sequence is twice that of in the 15 fps sequence. Therefore, in
theory, the 30 fps sequence spends twice the amount of time in cryptography
operations compared to the 15 fps sequence and the Equation 4.8 is always
true.
T3 > dT2

(4.8)

where the factor d is a function of cryptography delay.
For adaptation option four, we adapt FPS in order to improve overall
transfer time. Here, we replace TPdec in PKTfb by cumulative decryption
time, ^2 Tdec, as in Equation 4.9.
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t=ls
Tdec =

Y1 Tdec_frame

(4.9)

t=0

The source also maintains cumulative encryption time, ^2Tenc, as in Equa
tion 4.10.
t=ls

^ ^ T e nc

=

^ ^ T e n c _j r a m e
t=0

(4.10)

We rewrite Equation 4.3 as,
CRPthreshold ^ ^ ^ T e n c -(- £ Tdec

(4.11)

In adaptation option four, we verify crypto threshold using Equation 4.11.
Up-on receiving a feedback packet, PKTjb, the streaming source verifies
if Equation 4.11 is satisfied. In case Equation 4.11 is not satisfied, the
adaptation decision is applied on a trial basis. For example, the initial FPS
is 30. Up-on receiving a PKTfb, the source verifies if Equation 4.11 is
satisfied. If Equation 4.11 is not satisfied, the source reduces the frame rate
to 25 fps. On the next reception of a PKTfb, the source again verifies if
Equation 4.11 is satisfied. If Equation 4.3 is still not satisfied, the source
selects 20 fps and so forth, only till acceptable minimum FPS. Although,
reduced FPS would effect quality of experience, however, we would be able
to maintain the required level of security.
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Chapter 5
Simulation and Results
In this chapter, we describe the simulation environment that we have used to
verify our proposal, present simulation results and comment on the results.

5.1
5.1.1

Simulation Environment
Network Simulator

We have chosen to use Network Simulator (NS) [109] to verify our proposal.
NS is a discrete-event simulator developed for communications network re
search. NS is open source and is maintained by a number of collaborating
research groups. NS facilitates simulation for both wired (e.g., Ethernet,
ATM) and wireless (e.g., WLAN, WiMAX, Satellite) communications. NS
provides support for application layer protocols (e.g., RTP, SIP), transport
layer protocols (e.g., TCP, UDP), unicast and multicast protocols, link layer
and MAC protocols (e.g, IEEE 802.11). In addition to network protocols,
NS offers support for network topology, traffic (e.g., CBR, VBR), mobility
and packet loss models.
Core libraries of NS are written in C+-h NS offers end-user program
ming in both C++ and in OTcl. OTcl scripts are typically used for executing
end-user commands. User defined applications (e.g., routing protocols) and
traffic generation models are commonly written in C++. Network Anima
tor (NAM), an accompanying graphical tool, offers visual support for sim
ulations. A common simulation practice in NS is to follow a trace driven
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Input
Trace

OTcl Script

OTcl Interpreter

Core NS C++ Library

External
Library

Output
Trace

Figure 5.1: Overview of NS.
approach. Figure 5.1 shows a high level view of NS components and their
communications relations (details are available in the next section). Typi
cally, network topology and traffic information are defined in trace files which
are used as the blueprint for the simulation. The simulation results can be
accumulated in trace files, which can be used for visualization using NAM.

5.1.2

Implantation Details

We implemented and carried out simulations on a IBM ThinkPad® T43
mobile workstation equipped with a single 1.86 GHz Intel® Pentium® M
processor and 1.50 GB physical memory.
For our implementation, we have used NS version 2.28 using Tel 8.4.5
and OTcl 1.9, compiled using GCC 3.31 supporting POSIX thread.
Figure 5.2 shows the architecture of a wireless node in NS. In NS, each
component is identified as an Agent, e.g., routing agent, transport layer agent
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Figure 5.2: Architecture of a wireless node in NS.
etc. The appropriate agent must be attached to a node (i.e., included in the
node properties), in order to use the service provided by the agent. An NS
node communicates with each component through unique ports. Looking at
the packet header, address multiplexer decides if a packet should be handed
over to the routing agent or an upper later protocol (an agent), which in turn
forwards the packet to the appropriate application port.
In Figure 5.2, the routing agent carries out the route discovery, route
maintenance, forwarding and packet routing. We have used an NS-2 imple
mentation of the MP-OLSR [161] which is developed based on UM-OLSR
[128]. UM-OLSR is implemented according to the RFC 3536 specifications.
In Figure 5.2, at the link layer, there is a separate module that implements
the MAC protocol. The IEEE 802.lie (EDCA) admission control mechanism
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is implemented in this module. We use an available NS-2.28 implementation
of 802.lie [3],

Traffic Generator Module

Adaptation Module

Video Traffic Trace
Feedback Module

Video Data

Feedback Evaluator

Application
Controller

Video Traffic
Evaluation Module

Cryptography Module
Application
Sender Thread

Cryptography Processor
Encryption

Transport Layer
Protocol
(Sender Thread)

Application
Receiver Thread

Decryption

Key Management

Transport Layer
Protocol
(Receiver Thread)

Transport Layer
Protocol
Packet Scheduler

Figure 5.3: Implementation of QaASs in NS. The arrow-headed solid lines
indicate operations at the source. The arrow-headed broken lines indicate
operations at the receiver.
In NS, the implementation of a transport layer protocol or routing proto
col extends the Agent class. QaASs is implemented in the application layer
and extends the Application class. The Agent class maintains a pointer to
the Application class for callback. Figure 5.3 is an illustration of implemen
tation of QaASs in the application layer.
The OTcl script defines the network topology, channel parameters, net
work parameters, applications, traffic and mobility models, and the duration
of simulation. The OTcl script points to the entry point of the application.
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In Figure 5.3, Application Controller is the entry point.
Video traffic is generated using the video traffic trace derived from the
original encoded video data. We use 4:2:0 YUV foreman video sequence [8] in
CIF format containing 300 frames. The video data is encoded in H.264/AVC
format and includes I, P and B-slices. We use the JM 1.7 H.264 codec [136]
for encoding the RAW video sequence. The video traffic trace is generated
during the encoding process. The trace file contains the following informa
tion: frame sequence number, slice type, slice payload size and frame timestamp. The video trace acts as a descriptor for the compressed video data.
The traffic generator module is responsible generating network traffic.
The traffic generator utilizes both the video traffic trace and the compressed
video data. The module can generate one to multiple simultaneous video
traffic flows. The module can generate video traffic at different frame rate.
The cryptography module encompasses the cryptography processor and
is also responsible for cryptographic key management. The cryptography
module is implemented using the Crypto++ library, version 5.6.1 [43].
Crypto++ is a C++ class library of cryptography algorithms. All the cryp
tography algorithms described in Section 3.7, are supported by Crypto++.
According to the application requirements, at the source, the application
controller invokes the cryptography module for encrypting video data. The
crypto scheme is decided either at the beginning of a simulation or based on
the feedback from the adaptive module. At the receiver's end, the the ap
plication controller invokes the cryptography module for decrypting received
encrypted video data.
The feedback evaluator module analyzes periodically received feedback
packets. A feedback packet contains parameters indicating streaming per
formance experienced at the receiver's end. Details are available in Section
4.3. Up-on receiving a feedback packet, the application controller forward the
parameter set to the feedback evaluator. The evaluation results are returned
back to the application controller which forwards the evaluation results to
the adaptation module.
The adaptive module can be perceived as callback function, invoked up
on receiving a feedback packet. The adaptive module utilizes information
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from the feedback evaluator, forwarded by the application controller. The
adaptive module follows the operational procedure described in Section 4.3.
The adaptation module decides if an adaptation procedure is required to be
carried out.
The video traffic evaluation module is responsible for evaluating received
video traffic. Received video traffic is first forwarded to the video traffic
evaluation module. This module prepares the parameter set that should be
transmitted back to the source by the feedback module. The video traffic
evaluation module also decides if it should forward the received packet to the
decoder or ignore it, in case the packet has been identified as an out-of-order
packet.
The feedback module is responsible for sending periodic feedback indi
cating streaming performance experienced at the receiver's end. Details are
available in Section 4.3. This module utilizes information from the video
traffic evaluation module as forwarded by the application controller.

5.2

Simulation Setup

Network Topology

Figure 5.4: Example of a 64 node grid topology.
Initially, there are n2 nodes in a k x k area, positioned in a n x n grid
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topology. The grid cells are of equal sizes (Figure 5.4). A node has at
least one neighbour within its communication range and together the nodes
form a connected graph G [131]. This means, if guaranteed delivery is
ensured, a packet sent from a node u will always reach another node v,
where u , v € G : l(u,v) ^ E , i.e., u and v are not neighbours. Here, l(u,v)
represents a direct bidirectional link connecting any two nodes u and v and
E is the set of edges in the graph underlying the network. V is the set of
vertices in the underlying graph and |V| = n2. For our evaluation purpose,
chosen values of n are be 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Hence, we have networks consist
of 16, 25, 36, 49 and 64 nodes. The value of k depends on the chosen value
of n and size of the grid cell. We use the Random Waypoint mobility model
[84] for node mobility. Node velocity is set to 0.5 m/s. In all our simulations,
the initial position of the source and destination are the same as locations of
u and v in Figure 5.4, i.e., at the opposite ends of the diagonal of the n x n
square grid.
Communications Model

Each node is equipped with at least one 802.11 wireless network interface.
The interface operates on the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The maximum data
rate of the interface is set to 2 Mbps. The wireless interface uses Omni
directional antennae using the Two Ray Ground Reflection model [39] for
radio communications. Maximum communications range is set to 250 m. In
theory, node u and v are neighbours and can directly communicate with each
other, if their scalar distance is no more than 250 m. All nodes communicate
over a common channel.
Logical Network Model

The 802.lie wireless MAC is employed to aid admission control. We use the
802.lie with EDCA MAC protocol. The admission control mechanism of
EDCA offers traffic prioritization for four different types of traffic. Traffics
are prioritized in the following order: Voice, Video, Best effort and Back
ground traffic. We have added support for simultaneous flow of different
types of traffic. In a real world setting, it is very much likely that a station
would engage in multiple multimedia conferences with several parties while
exchanging documents which would require reliable service. Multimedia traf
fic is transported over UDP, while best effort traffic uses a guaranteed service,
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e.g., TCP.

5.3

Simulation Results

In this section we present the simulation results. We carry out a series of
simulations to measure a number of performance metrics. We discuss the
simulation parameters, metrics and simulation results in the remaining of
this section. Table 5.1 lists the common network and simulation parameters.
Network and Simulation Parameters
Number of nodes
16, 25, 36, 49, 64
Network topology
Grid
Mobility model
Random Waypoint
Node velocity
0.5 m/s
Network interface
WiFi (802.11)
Omni directional
Antenna
Two Ray Ground Reflection
Radio propagation model
Frequency band
2.4 GHz
Radio range
250 m
Modulation
OFDM
802.lie EDCA
MAC
Routing protocol
MP-OLSR
Maximum data rate
2 Mbps
1 Mbps
Basic data rate
Node addressing
IPv6
Transport layer protocol
UDP
4:2:0 foreman CIF H.264/AVC
Video data
coded
Original video duration
17 s
Simulation duration
100 s
Table 5.1: Network and simulation parameters.
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5.3.1

Evaluation of Encrypted Video Data Transmis
sion

Network and simulation parameters used for this evaluation are listed in Ta
ble 5.1. We performed the simulation on a network with 36 nodes. Video
traffic begins at the 10th second. This to allow the proactive routing protocol
some time to build the routing tables. We used the same 11 cryptography
schemes as in Section 3.7.8. Each slice in the H.264/AVC sequence are en
crypted independently. Presented results are confirmed with 95% confidence
level.
5.3.1.1

Packet Scheduling Time

Packet Scheduling Time
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Figure 5.5: Packet scheduling time.
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Figure 5.6: Packet scheduling time.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show how different cryptography algorithms influence
packet scheduling time. Figure 5.6 presents RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES
256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 data separately for better visibility. The
x-axis contains the scheduled packets in order and corresponding scheduling
time are on the y-axis. Packet scheduling time follows Equation 4.1. We
compare scheduling time of packets containing encrypted video data with
packets containing unencrypted video data. Packet scheduling time of video
data encrypted using RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and
Salsa20 256 falls within 1 s of the unencrypted video data (Figure 5.6).
Packet scheduling time complements the encryption throughput in Figure
3.22. The cryptography algorithm with the least encryption throughput has
the highest scheduling delay. Furthermore, with progression of transmission,
the packet scheduling time is magnified by quite a margin. For instance.
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ECC with a 521-bit curve has the lowest encryption throughput and highest
packet scheduling delay. A packet containing an unencrypted video frame
was scheduled for transmission at about the 27th second. Employing ECC
with a 521-bit curve, the same video frame was scheduled for transmission at
about the 90th second, resulting in an approximate minimum of 63 s playback
delay.
5.3.1.2

Cryptography Delay

Cryptography Delay

Figure 5.7: Cryptography delay.
Figure 5.7 compares cryptography delay of different crypto schemes. For
each crypto scheme, we present average cryptography delay per frame over
the transmission period. RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128
and Salsa20 256 have average cryptography delay less than 2 ms. ECC on
the other hand, with increase in the curve size, shows significant increase
in cryptography delay. ECC with a 128-bit curve has the lowest average
cryptography delay among the ECC schemcs, approximately 15 ms. Cryp
tography delay for ECC with a 521-bit curve is about 147 ms.
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5.3.1.3

Transmission Time

Transmission Time

Figure 5.8: Transmission time.
Figure 5.8 compares transmission time as a result of using different crypto
schemes. For each crypto scheme, we present time required to transfer the en
tire video sequence. Transmission time for RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES
256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 are less than 31 s, at most 4 s more than
the last frame in the video sequence was originally available at the source.
ECC on the other hand, with increase in the curve size, shows significant
increase in transfer time. ECC with a 128-bit curve require the least amount
of time among the ECC schemes, approximately 34 s. Transmission time for
ECC with a 521-bit curve is about 89 s.
5.3.1.4

Packet Rate

Figure 5.9 shows effect of different cryptography schemes on packet rate.
From Figure 5.9 we can see that RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256,
Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 achieve average packet rate over 40 packets per
second. With increase in curve size, the ECC cryptography schemes show
dramatic decrease in packet transmission rate. For instance, ECC with a
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Packet Rate
45

Figure 5.9: Packet rate.
192-bit curve achieves average packet rate of 37 packets per second, whereas
ECC with a 521-bit curve achieves less than 15 packets per second, more
than 50% drop in packet rate. Furthermore, as a result of low packet rate,
with increase in curve size, ECC cryptography schemes take longer to deliver
the entire video. Figure 5.10 shows packet rates using boxplot. The plot
shows minimum and maximum values, lower (25th percentile) and upper (75th
percentile) quartiles, and the median.
5.3.1.5

Transmission Delay

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show transmission delay of encrypted video data.
Figure 5.12 presents RC4, Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and
Salsa20 256 data separately for better visibility. On the x-axis is transmis
sion timestamp and average transmission delay per second collected over the
transmission period is on the y-axis. From Figure 5.12, we can see RC4,
Triple-DES, AES 128, AES 256, Salsa20 128 and Salsa20 256 show very sim
ilar trends. In absence of any additional QoS mechanism, transmission delay
gradually increases with the progression of transmission. This is due to con
gestion caused by increasing traffic at the default data rate. ECC schemes
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Figure 5.12: Packet transmission delay.
on the other hand, experience low transmission delay because of low data
rate caused by expensive ECC encryption operations.

5.3.2

Evaluation of the QaASs Adaptation Schemes

Network and simulation parameters used for this evaluation are listed in Ta
ble 5.1. We performed the simulation on a network with 36 nodes. Video
traffic begins at the 10th second. This to allow the proactive routing protocol
some time to build the routing tables. Feedback packet interval is set to Is.
Presented results are confirmed with 95% confidence level.

5.3.2.1

Adaptation Option One

We compare results of the following five different simulation scenarios, in
dexed S1-S5:
51. Without adaptation.
52. Single video traffic flow with adaptation option one and no rekeying.
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53.

In presence of six video traffic flows with adaptation option one and no
rekeying.

54. Single video traffic flow with adaptation option one and with rekeying
option one (frequency: once every Is).
55. Single video traffic flow with adaptation option one and with rekeying
option two (frequency: once every Is).

Adaptation Option One - Delay

ECC 384 No ADPT
ADPT1 No Rekeying
ADPT1 Rekeying Option 2

ADPT 1 No Rekeying - 5 Flows
ADPT 1 Rekeying Option 1
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Figure 5.13: Adaptation option one for different scenarios.
In order to observe the effect of adaptation, the adaptation procedure is
set to be activated at the 19th second. The crypto threshold, CRPthreshoid is
set to 30 ms. For all five scenarios, we begin simulation with encrypting video
data using ECC with a 348-bit curve. Figure 5.13 shows simulation results of
average cryptography delay per second over the transmission period. On the
x-axis is transmission timestamp and on the y-axis is average cryptography
delay per second over the transmission period. When adaptation is enabled
at the 19th second, in S2, based on received feedback, cryptography scheme
is changed from ECC with a 384-bit curve (average 58 ms cryptography de
lay) to ECC with a 192-bit curve (average 27 ms cryptography delay), in
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order to meet the crypto threshold requirement. Transmission is completed
by the 42nd second compared to 51st second of Si, a 9 s gain in playback time.
In S3 there are six traffic flows and all begin with encrypting video data us
ing ECC with a 384-bit curve. Six simultaneous encryption processes causes
noticeable delay overhead for each flow, approximately an average 74 ms com
pared to 58 ms of the single flow. Based on received feedback, cryptography
scheme is changed from ECC with a 384-bit curve (average 58 ms cryptog
raphy delay) to ECC with a 128-bit (average 20 ms cryptography delay) in
order to meet crypto threshold requirement. Transmission is completed by
the 45th second. This is to note that, in S3, cryptography scheme is changed
from ECC with a 384-bit curve to ECC with a 128-bit curve, whereas in S2,
cryptography scheme was changed to ECC with a 192-bit curve. This is due
to six simultaneous cryptography processes for ECC with a 192-bit curve,
none of the traffic flows meet the crypto threshold requirement.
S4 is similar to S2, with the addition of rekeying option one (as described
in Section 4.3). From Figure 5.13, we can see, S4 shows similar performance
as S2. S5 is similar to S2, with the addition of the rekeying option two. We
can see, S5 shows similar performance as S2 as well. Since, rekeying option
two requires two way communications and in-session key agreement, the de
lay overhead in S5 is slightly more than S4. In summery, with adaptation
option one, without and with rekeying, we obtain significant gain in overall
delay compared to absence of adaptation.
Figure 5.14 shows comparison of network traffic caused by SI, S2, S4
and S5. For S4 and S5, we obtain results for rekeying frequencies once in ev
ery 0.50 , 1.0, 1.50 and 2.0 second. SI generates more than 35000 additional
bytes than any other case. The traffic overhead caused by rekeying is at most
7500 bytes more than in S2. Rekeying option two with rekeying frequency
once every 0.5s, generates highest amount of bytes among all simulations
with adaptation, yet causes half the amount of traffic compared to the case
without adaptation.
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5.3.2.2

Adaptation Option Two

We compare results of the following two different simulation scenarios:
51. Without adaptation.
Single video traffic flow with adaptation option two.

52.

Adaptation Option Two - Delay
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of delay: no adaptation vs adaptation option two.
Similar to simulation of adaptation option one, the adaptation procedure
is set to be activated at the 19 th second. The crypto threshold, CRP t k r e shoid
is set to 30 ms. For all scenarios, we begin simulation with encrypting video
data using ECC with 348-bit curve. Figure 5.15 shows the simulation results
of average cryptography delay per second over the transmission period. On
the x-axis is transmission timestamp and on the y-axis is average cryptog
raphy delay per second over the transmission period. When adaptation is
enabled at the 19th second, in S2, based on received feedback, the source
realizes that average crypto delay does not satisfy the crypto threshold and
decides not to encrypt the B-frames. In a later iteration, the source realizes
that the average crypto delay still does not satisfy the crypto threshold and
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decides not to encrypt the P-frames. Transmission is completed by the 38th
second compared to 51st second of Si, a 12 s gain in playback time.

Adaptation Option Two - Packet Rate

ECC 384 No ADPT

ADPT2

Figure 5.16: Comparison of packet rate (average): no adaptation vs adapta
tion option two.
Figure 5.16 shows comparison of packet rate, average number packets
transmitted per second. With adaptation option two, we were able to the
increase packet rate by an average 10 more packets per second. Figure 5.17
shows the packet rates using boxplot. The plot shows minimum and maxi
mum values, lower (25th percentile) and upper (75th) quartiles, and the me
dian. In S2, the median is 40 compared to 33.5 in SI.
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Adaptation Option Two - Packet Rate

cl
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ECC 384 No ADPT
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of packet rate (boxplot): no adaptation vs adapta
tion option two.
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5.3.2.3

Adaptation Option Three

We compare results of the following two different simulation scenarios:
51. Without adaptation.
52. Single video traffic flow with adaptation option three.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of transmission time: no adaptation vs adaptation
option three.
The adaptation procedure is set to be activated at the 19th second. The
crypto threshold, CRPthreshoid. is set to 30 ms. For all scenarios, we begin sim
ulation with encrypting video data using ECC with a 348-bit curve. Figure
5.18 shows time taken by each scenario to transfer the entire video sequence.
On the x-axis is transmission timestamp and on the y-axis is average cryp
tography delay per second over the transmission period. When adaptation
is enabled at the 19th second, in S2, based on received feedback, the source
realizes that average crypto delay does not satisfy the crypto threshold and
decides not to encrypt the B-frames and not send B-frames. In a later it
eration, the source realizes that that the average crypto delay still does not
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satisfy the crypto threshold and decides not to encrypt the P-frames and
not include P-frames in the video stream. Transmission is completed by the
27th second compared to 51st second of SI, a 24 s gain in playback time (in
expense of quality of cource). What is interesting here is that, we were able
to transfer the entire video sequence within the time period of transfer time
of transmission without encryption.

Adaptation Option Three - Packet Rate

ECC 384 No ADPT

ADPT 3

Figure 5.19: Comparison of packet rate: no adaptation vs adaptation option
three.
Figure 5.19 shows comparison of packet rate, average number packets
transmitted per second. This is to note that, because of adaptation three, in
S2, data traffic is considerably lowered.
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5.3.2.4

Adaptation Option Four

For the evaluation of adaptation option four, we used foreman video sequence
coded at 30 fps. The encoded video contains only I and P-frames and the
GOP length is 30. The video is approximately 10 s long. We compare results
of the following two different simulation scenarios:
51. Without adaptation.
52. Single video traffic flow with adaptation option four.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of transmission time: no adaptation vs adaptation
option four.
The adaptation procedure is set to be activated at the 19th second. The
crypto threshold, CRPthreshoid is set to 2100 ms. For all scenarios, we begin
simulation with encrypting video data using ECC with a 348-bit curve. Fig
ure 5.20 shows the time taken by each scenario to transfer the entire video
sequence. On the x-axis is transmission timestamp and on the y-axis is av
erage cryptography delay per second over the transmission period. When
adaptation is enabled at the 19th second, in S2, based on received feedback,
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the source realizes that cumulative crypto delay (described in Section 5.3.2.4)
does not satisfy the crypto threshold and decides to reduce the frame rate to
25 fps. In a later iteration, the source realizes that the cumulative crypto de
lay still does not satisfy the crypto threshold and decides to reduce the frame
rate to 20 fps. For the selected simulation parameters, ultimately the frame
rate is reduced to just 5 fps. Transmission is completed by the 25th second
compared to 36th second of SI, an 11 s gain in playback time. Additionally,
the transmission time of the encrypted video stream with adaptation option
four is only about 3 s more than the unencrypted stream.
5.3.2.5

Comparison of Adaptation Options

Comparison of Gain in Transfer Time

ADPT 1

ADPT 2

ADPT 4

Figure 5.21: Comparison of % gain in transfer time of four adaptation op
tions.
Figure 5.21 compares the transfer time of the entire video sequence for
all four adaptation options. We present the % (percentage) gain in transfer
time compared to the absence of adaptation.
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In adaptation option one, in order to meet the crypto threshold, we switch
to a higher throughput ECC crypto scheme with a smaller curve. An ECC
crypto scheme with a bigger curve offers stronger security compared to the
scheme with a smaller curve. Eventually, transferring to an ECC crypto
scheme with a smaller curve reduces the level of security. In adaptation
option two, based on receiver's feedback, we decide if frames containing inter
coded macroblocks (e.g., P and B-frames) should be encrypted. When P
or B-frames are not encrypted, we are putting out unencrypted data for
transmission. According to Agi and Gong [4], the presence of I-blocks in
unencrypted P and B-frames is a security hole. A series of P and B-frames
could carry enough information if their base frames are correlated. A frame
containing an unencrypted I-block, being referenced by blocks in subsequent
frames, can be decoded. Therefore, in the case of both adaptation option
one and two, with sufficient computing resources, it might be possible for a
crypto analyst to glean information about the transmitted video data.
5.3.2.6

Discussions

According to the simulation results, in adaptation option one, in order to
meet the crypto threshold, an ECC crypto scheme with higher throughput is
chosen. An ECC crypto scheme with a smaller curve offers higher through
put. When switching to a higher throughput crypto scheme, we are selecting
an ECC crypto scheme with a smaller curve and therefore, security is being
compromised while original video quality is maintained. In adaptation option
two, in order to meet the crypto threshold, based on receiver feedback, we
decide if frames containing inter coded macroblocks (e.g., P and B-frames)
should be encrypted. When P or B-frames are not encrypted, we are putting
out unencrypted data for transmission. Therefore, security is compromised
but original video quality is maintained. In adaptation option three, in or
der to meet the crypto threshold, we do not transmit the unencrypted P or
B-frames. As a result of which video quality is compromised but security
is maintained. In adaptation option four, frame rate is adapted in order to
meet the crypto threshold. Reducing the frame rate compromises video play
back quality. Similar to the adaptation option three, since all video data are
encrypted with the original crypto scheme, security of the transmitted video
data is maintained. Table 5.2 summarizes the key elements of comparison
of the four adaptation options.
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Adapted
Property
Possibility of
Compromis
ing
Security
Possibility of
Compromis
ing Video
Quality

Adaptation Adaptation Adaptation Adaptation
Option
Option
Option
Option
Three
One
Two
Four
Inter
Inter
Coded
Crypto
Coded
Frame
Video FPS
Scheme
Frame En
Transmis
cryption
sion
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Table 5.2: Summary of comparison of the four adaptation options.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The goal of this work was to develop a solution that addresses the issue of
transmission delay overhead caused by cryptography operations. We per
ceived the addressed problem in the context of multimedia streaming in ad
hoc networks. We reviewed the challenges associated with security mecha
nisms and multimedia services in MANETs. In order to develop a possible
solution, we have evaluated a number of MANET properties and cryptog
raphy algorithms. Based on our evaluation, we have proposed an adaptive
mechanism that aims to provide stability between QoS of multimedia service
and security measures. Chapter 4 documents our proposal. In Chapter 5 we
have presented the simulation setup, implementation details and evaluation
of our proposal. Section 6.1 summarizes the contributions and Section 6.2
outlines possible future work in this ares of research.

6.1

Contributions

We have proposed an adaptation mechanism that adapts cryptography and/or
multimedia service properties in order to meet desired QoS while maintain
ing the required level of security. The adaptation mechanism utilizes service
feedback from the receiver in real-time. We have presented four different
adaptation options exemplifying different application requirements. In order
to verify our proposal, we assembled an NS based simulation environment for
secured multimedia streaming in ad hoc networks. One attractive feature of
the simulation setup is that, it carries out cryptography operations in real
time on actual video data, making it very close to real-world experience.
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Our evaluation shows that, in presence of adaptation option one, video
transfer time could be reduced by a significant margin. We have shown, for
ECC with a 384-bit curve, using adaptation option one, it is possible to gain 9
s on transfer time. We have also shown that, while choosing an cryptography
scheme with higher throughput and lower security may reduce transmission
delay, periodic rekeying is a viable option to elevate security with less than
apprehensible effect on performance.
Using adaptation option two, it is possible to increase packet rate and
further reduce video transfer time. We have shown, for ECC with a 384-bit
curve, using adaptation option two, it is possible to gain 12 s on transfer
time and increase average packet rate by 10 packets per second.
Adaptation option three, though reduces quality, improves video transfer
time without compromising security. For ECC with a 384-bit curve, us
ing adaptation option three, we have been able to transfer the entire video
sequence within the time period of transfer time of transmission without en
cryption.
Adaptation option four improves overall transmission time by adjusting
frame rate. We have shown that, for ECC with a 384-bit curve, using adap
tation option four, it is possible to gain about 10 s on transfer time and the
time is comparable to unecrypted video stream.

6.2

Future Work

In our work we have only considered H.264/AVC. The concept can be ex
tended for H.264/SVC [134] and 3D/Stereoscopic video coding [112].
For our evaluation, we have assumed the value of Crypto Threshold (e.g.,
30ms). Ideally, the value of Crypto Threshold should differ across networks
and application requirements. We think, developing an algorithm to deter
mine value of Crypto Threshold based on network and application parameters
can be a candidate for future work.
In our simulation, we have used video traces for generating video traffic
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for already encoded video data. In order to simulate live video communica
tions closer to real-life experience, it would be ideal to incorporate real-time
encoder/decoder to the simulation framework.
Although not part of our core contribution, we thought the following two
topics, that we came across during our research, could be considered for fu
ture research:
The proposed adaptive mechanism concerns only point-to-point confiden
tiality, thus the routes in the ad hoc network are required to be authenticated.
In order to provide routing security in MP-OLSR, we have outlined a dis
tributed public key based route authentication mechanism based on Dhillon
et al.'s [49] distribute CA technique. The route authentication mechanism
can be considered for implementation and security analysis.
MP-OLSR assumes, no pair of nodes are connected by more than one
link. The cost functions are designed around this assumption. From the
physical constructional point of view, this means, MP-OLSR assumes that
each node is equipped with a single wireless interface, which we think is a
significant limitation and is a good candidate for future research.
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Appendix A
Confidence Level
A.l

Confidence Level

Confidence level indicates the reliability of an interval estimate. An interval
estimate, also called confidence interval (CI), is a bounded range of plausible
values, as opposed to single point estimate. CI is often considered more sen
sible then point estimate. Most commonly used confidence levels are 90%,
95% and 99%. A higher confidence level indicates higher reliability of the
estimation [48].
Random samples can be obtained for observation from a normally dis
tributed population, with population mean fj. and population standard devi
ation a. CI methodology shows that, regardless of the random sample size
n, the random sample mean X is also normally distributed with expected
mean value n and standard deviation a/y/n.
Standardizing X gives,

z=

—77=
(T/y/n

(A.l)

where Z is the standard normal variable. Z lies between —za/2 and z a /2 in
the standard normal distribution.
p

<

z

< z a/2 ) = 1 - a
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(A.2)

Here, a is a small nonnegative number. CI is usually presented in the form
100- (1 — a)%. z is the standard normal critical value. za/2 follows from the
cumulative standard normal curve area (in the standard normal distribution).
A 95% confidence level implies that the probability of random interval
(X — 1.96 • cr/y/n, X + 1.96 • o/y/n) including n is 0.95 ( A.3).
P (X - 1.96 • a jy/n < n < X + 1.96 • a/y/n) = 0.95

!

!

-1.96

0

(" Zo/2)

(A.3)

1—
1.96
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Figure A.l: Standard normal curve between -1.96 and 1.96.
Equation A.3 is derived from Equations A.l and A.2. The area under the
standard normal curve between -1.96 and 1.96 is 0.95 (Figure A.l). This
can also be expressed as,

P (-1.96 < Z < 1.96) = P (-1.96 < ———= < 1.96 ) = 0.95

V

o/y/n
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(A.4)

Sample Size
A particular application of CI is determining the sample size for the desired
confidence level (Equation A.5).

(A.5)
Equation A.5 is derived from Equations A.l and A.2. Here, w is the width
of the interval. For 95% CI, the interval extends 1.96 • a/y/n to each side of
t h e sample mean x ; so, w i d t h of t h e interval, w = 2(1.96) - o f y / n .
Example:
Based on multiple simulation results for transmitted video data that were en
crypted using Triple-DES, we collect data for average packet reception rate
(i.e., average number of packets received each second). The accumulated
data is normally distributed with standard deviation 11.09. We would like
to determine the sample size necessary to ensure that the resulting 95% CI
has a width of at most 15.
Here, standard deviation, a = 11.09, width of CI, w = 15 and for 95%
confidence level, 2za/2 = 1.96. Using Equation A.5,

sample size, n = ( 2 • (1.96)
Thus, required sample size is 9 (n must be an integer), i.e., we would require
to obtain 9 independent simulation results to satisfy 95% confidence level.
Similarly, for the above example, the sample size for 99% confidence level is
15.
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